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Introduction 
We all tend to take many or the basic things in 
life for granted. The roads we ride to work on and the 
buildings we work in are two such items. Even if we do 
realize that their construction was a major undertaking for 
someone, we never ask where the materials came from, or how. 
Basic to all construction of a heavy nature sinoe earliest 
civilization, the production of sand and gravel bas become 
a major industry in the world. In the United States it has 
its own association, a magazine; and thousands of plants 
throughout the nation. National production of aggregates 
(sand, gravel, and crushed rock) is currently 375,000,000 
tons per year with an average value of one dollar a ton and 
costing up to a dollar a ton more to deliver, a not incon-
siderable total.* 
The production of aggregates is considerably 
changed from a half-century ago. The Romans graded gravel 
for their roads, but since their time men were content to 
merely smooth out a roadbed and possibly add a little un-
graded sand. Experience taught cement users that the con-
crete would be better if graded and cleaned aggregates were 
used, and that they would more than repay the expense of 
doing SO• 
Aggregates oome from trap rook which has to be 
crushed, and more often from glacial deposits of sand and 
*20,pg. 136 
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gravel. As will be noted in Chapter III, not all deposits 
can pass tests of usefulness• There are a number of ways 
to separate these deposits, which will also be discussed. 
An entire chapter will be devoted to a discussion of present 
and future uses tor aggregates, and to the marketing of them. 
The industry, although a basic one as already noted, 
has not been recognized as fully as it merits• I hope in this 
paper to probe into its history, operation, problems1 and 
future. There is no one place of literature telling where 
it came from, where it is (unless editorials can do this), 
or where it is headed. The country as a whole has many 
plants, so I have chosen one very small state as the basis 
of my discussion. New Hampshire is not the smallest state 
in the Union, nor does it have any great number of aggre-
gate producers, but since it bas no peculiar problems it 
seems to be a choice both representative and limited enough 
to give the coverage the topic deserves. 
Little prior study of this field has been done. 
There is, therefore, an opportunity to do a survey. In 
1940 a Masters Thesis on the construction of a portable 
aggregate plant was presented at Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology; that was an engineering thesis and not con~ 
cerned with management. At the present time the United States 
Bureau of Mines is completing a report to the President's 
• 
Council of Economic Advisors on the state of the industry in 
New England and other selected parts of the country. This 
2 
was, unfortunately, not public nor could it be perused. 
The sources for this thesis are industry publications, Fed-
eral and State governmental bulletins, and interviews with 
State and company personnel. It was at first deemed advise-
able to visit every producer in ~ew Hampshire, but this was 
not necessary, for, as pointed out by industry leaders a 
representative cross section would do the job. Officials 
of the two largest producers and two smaller ones provide 
most of the direct company material, and State Highway Dep-
artment officials filled in the gaps (or, more often, pro-
vided the leads). 
The method of approach is to review the background 
of the business, especially the economic aspects. Since it 
is largely d~pendant upon the volume of construction, the 
nature of the industry is cyclical. Moreover, in areas 
such as New Hampshire where winter weather is severe, the 
operations are curtailed to the point of a shutdown' for 
three to six months a year. I shall look at sales, product 
and uses, production methods, and administrative concerns 
of management before drawing the conclusions which, it is 
to be hoped, a comprehensive report on the industry will 
enable. 
The purpose of the paper will be to develope trends 
in the aggregate industry in New Hampshire and draw conclu-
sions as to their future. 
The following is a list of the companies operating 
3 
in New Hampshire and their addressesj they are listed in 
order of size, and a map on page 17 shows their location 
and the population each serves. 
• 
lo Manchester Sand, Gravel, & Cement Company, Inc. 
Hooksett 
2. Iafolla Crushed Stone Company, Inc. 
Beverly Hill Road, Portsmouth 
3· Arthur Whitcomb (a) Keene 
(b) Tilton 
4· William J. Vickers & Son, Inc. 
Farmington 
5. Twin States Sand & Gravel Company 
Elm Street, West Lebanon 
6. Lessard Sand & Gravel Company (a) Berlin 
(b) Gorham 
7• Littleton Sand & Gravel Company 
Littleton 
a. Kenneth Allen, Rochester (Produces mostly for 
his own concrete block plant and sell little 
aggregate as such) 
4 
CHAPTER I 
HISTORY AND BACKGROUND 
The aggregate industry as such dates only from the 
turn of the century, when "Rook Produots 11 magazine included 
in its original issue some aggregate informatione The oldest 
aggregate company in continuous existence, however, dates 
from 1854o* The earliest evidence that washing was being con-
sidered came in 1898 from the comment of the nation's leading 
cement man, Mr· s. B. Newberry, that 11 in some oases, washing 
the aggregate may be necessary {to the making of good cement). 11 
It was the need for good concrete that led to a realization 
that considerable care should be taken to get strong, olean 
aggregates. Mr. Nathan 0. Rockwood, Editorial Consultant of 
uRook Products" magazine, tells of testing to find out how 
much cement was needed in a given batch of concrete; he did 
this by filling a pail with sample aggregate and adding water 
to measure the amount of void to be filled. Toward 1910, the 
concrete men favored coarse aggregates, later shifted to see 
the value of some fines. Only recently, however, have they 
devoted their efforts to testing the soundness of the aggre-
gates. The first tests were prepared in 1905 by the American 
Society tor Testing Materials, but were never carried out.** 
The big block to large plants has always been the 
expense of transportation. Thus it is no surprise that a 
large number of small companies exist in the field. The 
*7,pg.l06 
** ibid, pg. 107 
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business of producing aggregates, furthermore, has been over-
looked in the past; plants tended to either spring up on good 
deposits with senseless disregard of location, or to rise 
wherever a need for their products existedo Many of the New 
Hampshire plants began this way. For instance, Mr. John 
Morton, now Chief Engineer of the State of New Hampshire, set 
up a plant in Gorham to sell to the Public Service Company 
' 
for a $50,000,000 dam. When this job was completed, the plant 
remained to service the area.'~" 
A basic factor in the production of aggregates is 
that, being an extractive business, it is subject to wasting 
away of assets. In large metropolitan areas, this is espec-
ially important, as once the limited deposits are exhausted 
no more may be available. The problem in New Hampshire has 
not been depletion of total deposits, but rather a lowering 
of standards. As one grade of material is consumed, lower 
grades must be accepted.~ With the tremendous expansion of 
use of aggregates, this can pose quite a problem. Unless new 
sources are found, the trend toward looser specifications will 
continue. Essentially1 this might be called obsolescence, 
since changing specifications and rising transportation costs 
ofteri render useless previously good deposits. One last point 
under the subject of depletion is the need to plan large gov-
ernment projects so as not to overdeplete any given area's 
aggregate supplies. This applies most notably to airports.*** 
* 36 
#if> 20 
*** 5 pg. 67 
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The foremost problem of the business is its close 
tie with the business cycle. The chart on the following page 
shows the Gross National Product, that is, relative prosper-
ity, and construction, the market for aggregates, as well as 
aggregate production between the two world wars. A. H. Hansen, 
in the third chapter of his text "Business Cycles and National 
Income 11 1 points out that construction, and building construc-
tion in particular, moves in cyclical waves.* The latter has 
a regular seventeen year cycle (approximately). Building con-
struction is affected by supply and demand, in normal (non-war) 
times, independent of prosperity. There is a certain lag that 
Hansen points out is due to a lack of traine~ workers. But 
what of construction in general- factories, roads, dams, etc.? 
These projects are closely tied to national production needs, 
. 
expanding rapidly in good· times, leading the boom in many in-
stances as new production facilities are required. In either 
case - building or general construction - there is a notice-
ably cyclical tendency. Since aggregates are sold for con-
struction, their production follows the cycle, too. 
In the light of the cycl·ical nature of construction 
the aggregate producerwuld do well to keep informed as to 
the possibility of any changes in the business cycle. With 
heavy fixed commitments in plant and equipment, a sudden fall 
in markets could ruin the improvident producer. A warning 
o~ sorts was uttered in 1952 by a large New England producer 
who said, 11 We need only a slight shrinkage in volume to re-
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sult in a 'dog-eat-dog' situation."* As if to refute this, 
he goes on to say that he still plans to expand his existing 
facilities. 
The long-run cyclical aspect of aggregate production 
is matched, at least in Northern climates, such as in New Ramp-
shire, by enforced seasonality. From mid-November through Feb-
ruary or even until April, all construction is frozen to a 
standstillj furthermore, washing operations in sand and gravel 
pits are effectively stopped by the weather conditions. The 
concrete products companies operate, using steam to keep the 
aggregates from freezing, and this necessitates some stock-
piling of inventory. Moreover, the highways are sanded in 
icy weather, using some of the sand. For the moat part, how-
ever, the plants cease to function during the winter months· 
This winter shutdown, however, does not reduce the 
costs. Depreciation goes on, taxes must be paid, and a num-
ber of key personnel usually remain on the payroll. John 
Iafola, for instance, has a crew of about fifty working the 
crushed rock plant in the summer, and keeps twenty to twenty-
five employed throughout the winter.** Even with maintenance 
jobs, and state highway snow-plow and sanding contracts, these 
permanent employees work less than two full days per week. A 
glance at the following chart shows how a typical company's 
profits, good in November, have shrunk by the end of March.*** 
*13, pg. 103 
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The possibility of stockpiling has been discussed· 
by the aggregate producers, and some enlightening conclusions 
reached. A:n article in the June, 1950, edition of 11 Rock 
Products" magazine pointed out that aggregates stored for six 
months or more lose strength and have their size r.educed due 
to scaling, flaking off of edges, etc., resulting.in a loss 
of their value as bonding agents in concrete.* It has been 
the experience of New Hampshire State engineers that rainfall 
washes any contaminating dirt that may remain in the aggre-
* 6 
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gate stockpile to the lower portion o:r the pile, thus render-
ing that portion o:r the aggregate unacceptable. This is par-
ticularly true at the crushed rock plant in Portsmouth, since 
the rock aggregate is not washed and some fines remain on the 
stone~ To use such rock aggregate, it has been :round necessary 
to re-screen it or wash it with a kerosene or :fuel oil spray. 
Needless to say, this ean substantially reduce or even wipe 
out the profits of the operation. 
Another bar to any extensive stockpiling in New 
Hampshire is the- state's 11 stock-in...:.trade 11 tax. This is an 
inventory tax that puts a premium on rapid turnover, since 
it can result in one i·tem being taxed in succeeding years. 
Mr. Iafolla is said to have practically given one huge pile 
of stone away to escape this tax. A movement is now under-
way to repeal this tax and if this is successful, more stock-
piling should be an immediate result. 
Sooner or later, every aggregate producer will try 
to expanQ into related fields. Every plant in the state has 
a ready-mix concrete company attached to it or nearby; most 
of them have asphalt hot-mix plants. Concrete blocks are a 
further sideline. But, by far and away, the biggest attrac-
tion is in the contracting field. One contractor, John Iafolla, 
reversed the usual procedure by entering the aggregate :field 
with a crushed trap-rock plant. Contracting is a challenging 
field, with a chance for the accumulation of excellent profit. 
However, as is always the case, where large profits are pos-
11 
sible, the businessman must take greater risks of offsetting 
losses. The state of New Hampshire - a very small state, as 
our nation goes - has some twelve contractors in the state, 
including some four or more nominally Massachusetts corpora-
tions, and two each from Connecticut and Rhode Island who do 
work in New Hampshire.* Three of the aggregate producers are 
engaged in contracting (The Manchester Sand, Gravel, & Cement 
Company, Iafolla Industries, and Arthur Whitcomb). All these 
companies are competing for some $12,000,000.00 in state road 
contracts and perhaps half as much private construction. The 
large investment that each company has in its equipment means 
that each wants to - in fact, must - keep busy or go ·broke. 
Therefore, the various concerns fight bitterly for every con-
tract opened for bidding. One job let by the state December 
29, 1952, had eight bids ranging from $331,000 to $365,000, 
ohly $34,000 separating the high and low bid!* Many of the 
companies will take 1loss' jobs in the winter just to keep 
busy, for certain work is non-seasonal, such as clearing. 
The commissioner, General Merrill, knows this and advertises 
and lets his bids accordingly. One may easily see, therefore, 
that expansion, especially into contracting, may be hazardous. 
The construction business has often been criticized 
as a political mess. To a certain extent the criticism has 
been deserved; in some areas, especially one state south of 
New Hampshire, the abuses of public building funds have been 
scandalous enough to turn the tide of an election. Honest, 
... 35 
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competitive bidding can do much to avoid this, and an able 
and alert administrator can move to block possible collusion. 
With few reservations, New Hampshire has just such an able, 
alert, and honest Highway Department. Occasionally, a poor 
loser will cry 1fraud 1 when someone else gets a bid; at other 
times, one party or another may seek political favors. On 
the whole, however, road contracts are honestly and fairly 
let in New Hampshire. 
There are, in retrospect, several noticeable trends 
in the field of past aggregate production. Most noteworthy 
is the continued dominance of small companieso The initial 
investment of $75,000 to $100,000 is large for starting a 
small business, but opportunities still remain. The growing 
acceptance of portable plants may result in an unforseen need 
to expand for the established producers. In sparsely populated 
states such as New Hampshire this is especially true; more will 
be said of this later.# 
The trend in size of-aggregates has been smaller 
and smaller.* It nemains to be seen if this continues. Mar-
kets have shifted, and a vast number of new ones arose as 
World War II showed us that concrete has a myriad of uses. 
Transportation, especially in New Hampshire, has always been 
a problem; aggregate producers estimate the cost of moving 
aggregate at five cents per ton-mile. However, with im-
, 
proved roads, new areas are becoming available as markets. 
The need for these roads has at long last been recognized, 
# Chapter II on Markets 
*~ 
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and their construction should provide a steady market. Every 
spring, pursuant to his policy ot pre-planning, General Mer-
rill holds an informal meeting with all the New Hampshire 
aggregate producers which gives each producer an idea ot the 
state's needs from his particular plant. Federal defense 
spending boosted sales from particular plants in 1942, and 
may do so again it the proposed Newington (Jet) Air Force 
Base is indeed constructed~ 
Costs have been rising in the past few years, due 
to increases in labor wage rates and the more expensive mach-
inery needed tor plant operation. Aggregate prices for the 
country as a whole, as seen on the chart on the next paget 
have been rising, but are not yet as high as in 1920. As is 
seen in the chart, and as would be expected, the price of 
aggregates runs roughly parallel to the cost ot construction. 
It would be well to note, however, that these past ten or 
more years have seen aggregate producers operating in sellers' 
markets. 
Labor unions have made some inroads on aggregate 
production workers throughout the country, but as yet have 
not succeeded very well in organizing New Hampshire Labor. 
This problem will be noted in greater detain in a later 
chapter.# 
Industry opinion underestimated the length and in-
tensity of the boom period since the war· Mr. Bror Nordberg's 
editorial comments in 11 Rock Products" magazine were cautious 
#Chapter IV on Production 
14 
, 
v 
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ln 1946, and even in 1949 viewed the boom as within two to 
five years of ending. Not only has construction proceeded 
at·a record pace, but the emergence of so many new uses tor 
aggregates has given the industry a larger market. Financing 
the inevitable expansion to handle the boom has been a problem• 
Some companies have sought new capital. In New Hampshire, 
bank loans have been resorted to in large amounts. It may be 
well to ask how sound.some of these loans- essentially nothing 
more than mortgages - will pro~e when the inevitable recession 
comes. 
~his, then, is the background of the industry. 
Trends have been developed, or continued, and the producer 
searches .hard to find out where they lead. Prosperity is 
the keynote today, and may be tor some time to come. Let us 
now 1 however, look at the mechanics of the business with re-
gard to sales, production, and administration. 
16 
CHAPTER II 
MARKETS 
All construction makes use of some type of commer-
cial aggregate. The market for aggretates depending upon 
this definite factor, and construction in turn depending pri-
marily on the needs of the people and industry, one soon ob-
serves the location of market·s to be a matter of population 
density as well as of raw materials. The chart on the follow-
ing page shows the location of the eight major aggregate plants 
in the state of New Hampshire and the population included in 
their effective range of operations (twenty mile radius). 
The southern half of the state contains the bulk of 
the inhabitants, and therefore offers the best market for ag-
gregates. A factor of some importance in the oversize areas 
served by the Manchester and Iafolla companies is the lack of 
other suitable deposits in the area. Iafolla ·can, actually, 
offer only crushed stone, so that toT prictical purposes of 
sand sales, both the Vickers Company and the Manchester com-
pany share in the Portsmouth market, adding 45,000 to the to-
tal persons served by each. The Manchester company enjoys a 
further advantage in that the heavily populated Nashua region, 
south of Manchester to the Massachusetts border, contains no 
deposits of any size which can meet the necessary specifica-
tions.* Therefore, of the state's half-million persons, al-
most 300,000 live in the area to which the Manchester Sand, 
Gravel and Cement Company sells aggregates. 
17 
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The northern plants were started to service dams 
being constructed·b~ the Public Service Company and the Fed-
eral Department of the Interior as flood control measures.* 
Although the areas in which they operate are sparsely pop-
ulated, they have survived due to the increasing needs for 
olean, graded aggregate. In recent years, more and more uses 
have been made of concrete, and modern roadbeds, especially 
in New England, take large amounts of base material. The 
variety of markets in New Ram~shire differs markedly from 
the rest of the country. One reason is that the state is 
still a major agricultural area, and another is that such 
industry as is in New Hampshire does not need or build facil-
ities requiring heavy construction. Nevertheless, some con-
siderable construction has taken place recently. Public Ser-
vice Company plants, and some buildings such as the new Mer-
chants National Bank and the New Hampshire Fire Insurance Com-
pany building have gone up. Most of the construction, how-
ever, is public; mostly roads, but also some airports 1 with 
a multi-million dollar airbase being started near Portsmouth 
by the United States Air Force this year. More concrete is . 
used in buildings today, as prestressed beams are saving 
money over steel beams and concrete building blocks are being 
used more extensively in private home construction and small 
business establishments.** 
Interviews with the major aggregate producers in 
New Hampshire showed that most their sales are to public 
* 36 
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projects, most notably roads. Mr. Lawrence Fuller of the 
Iafolla Crushed Stone Company stated that their sales were 
about 60% public, and Mr. Parker Rice of the Manchester Sand, 
Gravel, and Cement Company said that sales were about 50-50. 
These two concerns are also the largest contractors, and so 
used much of their own aggregate production. 
The state of New Hampshire in 1948 put out a book-
let entitled 11 Highway Needs 11 • It was estimated that the state 
needed approximately $190,000,000 worth of new road construc-
tion, both for entirely new roads and for rebuilt roads, in 
the next fifteen years.* Very little was accomplished by 
this booklet, as legislators ignored it because of financial 
problems. Two years later, in 1950, the new Highway Commis-
sioner, Mr. Frank Merrill, of wartime fame as commander of 
the famous 'Merrill's Marauders•, presented a definite pro-
posal to the legislature. He asked for a fifteen year pro-
gram to modernize New Hampshire's roads, calling for main-
tenance expenditures of about $12,000,000 annually and as 
much again for new roads. He presented a detailed outline 
of the first two years of the program - the plans were to 
be formulated two years at a time - and a workable method 
of financing it. The legislature authorized General Merrill's 
overall plan and passed the measures to effect the first two-
year plan. The plans are drawn up in detail at least two 
years in advance, an example being the actual 1953-1955 re-
port seen appended in Exhibit A. In the first year of the 
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plan, -only one change was made, and that a total of o.6 miles, 
due to the shortage of steel for bridge construction.* 
The long range roadbuilding plan is a boon to New 
Hampshire aggregate producers. As this will be their largest 
single market, they are naturally anxious to be able to fore-
cast it. Now they are able to fairly accurately predict pro-
bable sales in this market from two to four years in advance 
of the actual demando Each producer has his own area of 
best production, and seldom is it necessary for the contrac-
tor to go beyond his own sphere of activity to obtain the 
necessary aggregates to fulfill his contracts. An exception 
to this general rule occured last year when the Manchester 
Sand, Gravel & Cement Company used its own product at a 
job north of Tilton, although Arthur Whitcomb, Inc., was close 
by.* The reason for this was to spread overhead at the Man-
chester plant, although the sale was without profit. Most of 
the time, however, the aggregate producer can plan his sales 
to the state jobs well in advance. 
Aggregate use in roads is only partly for the sur-
face structure~ In an average asphalt road the asphalt cover 
is only 6% of the total road mass·** This is due not only to 
the increasing need to support larger vehicle loads but also 
to the need for insulation against frost action. Frost heaves 
have caused many of us to receive some hard jars when riding 
along in our automobiles, and this is but a part of the frost 
danger. Freezing water exerts a tremendous pressure - enough 
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to crack the strongest concrete •. Only since the war bas this 
fact become universally acQepted in designing roads, although 
New Hampshire state engineers have long noted it and planned 
accordingly. Mr. F. H. Jackson and Mr. Harold Allen of the 
United States National Public Roads Administration, after an 
inspection tour of the famed Autobahns in Germany in 19461 re-
ported that they were far better roads than ours in spite of 
the inferior cement used in their construction. Specifically, 
their comments were as follows:* 
1. Placing the concrete slab a sufficient height 
above the ground water (level) to avoid satur-
ation by capillary action, or lowering of the 
ground water table by d!ainage; 
2. Replacement of soils susoeptable to frost dam-
age with soils not susceptable to such damage; 
3. Use of coarse granular material or of an imper-
vious strata such as bituminous concrete (hot 
·asphalt) slabs to prevent the capillary rise of 
ground water. 
At. the present time, all major New·Hampshire road construction' 
is done acco~ing to the above-stated principles. 
The state roads are made in three different types: 
surface treated gravel, road mix, and hot asphalt mix, the 
latter being used only in congested areas. These three types 
of road cost per mile, respectively, and for typical sections, 
$13,620, $31,200, and $42,?50#, and use not quite as much of 
an increase in gravel.*~ Concrete roads are no longer built 
in New Hampshire. The turnpikes, one completed, the other 
starting this year, cost considerably more per mile, and con-
sume much more aggregate. For the producer, however, the sales 
# Exhibit B Shows the Actual Figures, Unadjusted, As taken 
from State Files. 
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~or turnpike construction can sa~ely be viewed as very lucra-
tive, since few plants are equipped to produce the necessary 
amounts of aggregate. 
Hot asphalt, or bituminous concrete, mixed at a 
plant and shipped to the job, often called plant-mix, is 
another good market for aggregates. Hardly an aggregate 
plant exists that does not have an asphalt plant on its pro-
perty. Unlike other aggregates, the materials ~or the asphalt 
plant nee.d not be washed, although they are at the Manchester 
plant because no dry-separation is done at the main gravel 
plant.* The hot-mix is sold mostly to three groups: town, 
because congested streets must be paved quickly or traf~ic 
will be tied up; private individuals ~or driveways; and in-
dustrial concerns ~or parking lots, graded banks, etc. The 
demand here is not at all predictable, but since the asphalt 
plant.can use any available aggregate (usually the over abun-
dant sand supply), it is a good market ~or the producer to 
have nearby. 
The market ~or aggregates bas always had concrete 
as its number one customer; while roadbeds take a larger 
physical volume, concrete still takes most of the dollar-
volume o~ sand and gravel. For this the cement companies 
may thank the phenominal growth in the extent and variety of 
uses tor concrete. Although the World War I experiment with 
concrete ships proved a failure, the shortage of wood and 
steel has seen europe using some concrete railroad boxcars!** 
* 30 
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No such drastic step has been necessary here in the United 
States, but the everyday use o'!' concrete. has· reached propor-
tions not dreamed of before World War II. The most notable 
'field has been precasting or construction units, including 
walls, 'flooring, roofing, beams, pipe lengths, and blocks9 
The latter have become quite important in New Hampshire in 
just the last six years. 
The DUROCRETE Company of Manchester bas been the 
big name in concrete building blocks in New Hampshire~ Dante 
Donati, whose father made decorative concrete masonry, became 
interested in precast concrete blocks while working on the con-
struction of Grenier Air Force Base during the last war, and 
he purchased a twenty dollar molding machine which he operated 
evenings after work.. When t.h.e war ended, he began to expand 
as rapidly as he could get the necessary finances to buy more 
· equipment. Today, with several hundred thousands of dollars 
invested in plant and trucking facilities, DUROCRETE serves 
all three northern New England states plus northern Massachu-
setts. There are a number or smaller operators, but no one 
even approaching the size and volume of DUROCRETE. This, mind 
you, is all building block business, including some cinder 
blocks· 
Mr. Donati envisions a vast horizon as yet unex-
plored in light-weight aggregates. Precast manhole blocks 
can save the builder $200.00 on a $275.00 job, but concrete 
does have its limits where support is a necessity•* Pre-
it 27 
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stressed concrete also bas limits to its use due to the 
, weight involved. Cinder$ and other light~weight aggregates, 
on the other band, offer equal strengt~ with half the weight 
and at a net saving because no_steel will be needed. The 
hold-up so far has been the lack of enough of the light-
weight aggregates, whose production requires equipment cost-
ing at least $500,000.* Mr. Donati hopes to start production 
soon of a flooring useable in skyscrapers if necessary, called 
11 Flexicord 11 , which costs one third as much as steel while giv-
ing equal support for weight. 
A summary of the principle factors behind the rising 
use of light-weight aggregates comes from the January, 1952, 
issue of "Rock Products 11 magazine as follows:** 
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1. The stress placed by the building industry on 
the importance of 1built-1n 1 insulation, sound 
absorption, and high acoustical values; 
2. The fact that loadbearing block may be easily 
attained with expanding shale (or clay) aggre-
gate, and with a higher yield of block per sack 
of cement; 
3· The comparitively light weight of the expanded 
shale (or clay) unit, resulting in lower labor 
costs by reason of the increased output per 
mason. · (The 8 x 8 x 16 inch unit in expanded 
shale or clay weighs approximately 25 pounds 
compared to 44 pounds for a sand and gravel 
unit of the same size.); 
4. The recent discoveries of additional deposits 
of shale and clay in various parts of the 
United States which have the necessary bloating 
and strength characteristics, assuring satis-
factory aggregatej 
5. The increasing scarcity of ciner aggregate,. 
due to the fact that many major industries are 
** 19 pg. 242 
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changing to powdered coal or oil as a source 
of' fuel; 
6. The f'act that in stren~h and volumetric changes 
expanded shale (or clay) equals or approaches 
that of sand and gravel aggregate; 
7. The improvements made in expanded shale (or 
clay) plant design insure a low cost, uniform-
ly high quality grade of' aggregate. 
A point which present aggregate producers would do 
well to note was made by Mr. Donati when he said 11 use of' light-
. . . ' . . ~ 
weight aggregates could cut into present ~ggregate business as 
much as 40%''· In several parts of the country, large estab-
lished aggregate producers have gone into the light-weight ag-
gregate f'ield as a protection of' their interests. An almost 
certain development affecting New Hampshi~e producers is a 
proposed plant near Worcester, Massachusetts, to produce this 
light-weight material. The initial invest-ment of' such a plant 
is the only block to its existence -·and the need grows daily 
because of' the rapidly diminishing supply o~ cinders used in 
cinder block construction. 
Almost every aggregate plant has nearby a ready-
mixed or transit-mixed concrete company. As a market, this 
has ranked with the concrete block manufacturers, although 
the latter is f'ast becoming more than just a market. One 
small block producer, Kenneth Allen of Rochester, set up his 
own sand and gravel plant to meet his aggregate needs. Thus 
' 
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far, no ready-mix company has done this; the possibility re-
mains, however, as a point to be considered by aggregate pro-
ducers whenever they compute their prices to ready-mix operators. 
This discussion or markets may have tended to create 
the ~mpression that the aggregate business is mere order-
taking; nothing could be rarther from the truth. The aggre-
gates produced by any given plant are varied in makeup and the 
demand ror them also varies. Every plant has some sizes which 
are practically unsaleable, even at gift prices. The Manches-
ter Sand, Gravel & Cement Company bas at times sold excellent 
sand at reduced prices just as a merchant marks slow goods 
down in order to move them. In other cases, a market may 
exist unbeknowns to the vendor. Mr. John Morton, chier en-
gineer ror the state or.New Hampshire, and rormerly the owner 
or a sand and gravel company, states that he once had on hand 
a large amount of 1useless 1 tailings. During a slack period, 
he went around to various :farms, homes, small industries, etc., 
and found that he was able to sell all the so-called wast and 
obtain some fine grading jobs as well. Another time, he went 
into the loam business and sold, in erfect, lawn. Among his 
customers were the Public Service Company, cemetaries, and 
private homeowners. In essence, the key man in any aggregate 
producing company is the salesman, competing with a number 
of other men, often seeing an advantage disappear. 
The recently completed New Hampshire State Turnpike 
used a large amount of crushed rook. A lesser, but still con-
siderable, amount or sand was needed. The Iafolla Crushed 
Rock Company was expected to supply all or the crushed rook, 
and the sand was to come from the Manchester Sand, Gravel & 
Cement Company. However, to get the necessary sand, the Con-
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tractor was forced to buy some of hie gravel in Manchester, 
also. 
Another problem--is the constant shifting of markets, 
either due to construction needs or to new methods replacing 
old. The latter includes the abandonment of concrete road 
construction· by the state of New Hampshire in favor of the 
bituminous concrete. The result of this change had been a 
change in the type of aggregate desired. Then, too, the rise 
of the concrete products industries has opened up new fields, 
just as the arrival of light-weight aggregates may threaten 
their markets. A good selling job by the present producers 
may halt the advance of competitive aggregates; a poor selling 
job will leave some aggregate producers without markets. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE PRODUCT AND ITS SOURCE 
Sources o~ aggregates are ~ound throughout New 
Hampshire in various forms. Rock deposits and sand and 
gravel deposits are present everywhere, the latter as a 
result of glacial action. The glaciers, as they moved down 
from the North, carried loose material.along with them and 
this material worked as an abras~ve to grind more material 
loose from the solid mountains of rock. The drift, as this 
material is called, consists of .clay, sand, and gravel-the 
latter including boulders. Melting water inside the glaciers. 
carried some drift and when the ice melted this was deposited 
as kames. Internal streams carried other till with a greater 
gravel content, and deposits of these streams, called eskers, 
provides us with some of our best gravel today.* The illus-
tration on the next page shows the disposition of soil when 
glaciers rec-eded in a typical case. 
There is an abundance of aggregate material in New 
Hampshire; however, only a few of the deposits are of any use 
commercially. The sand on the seacoast, in a belt reaching 
10-15 miles inland, tests as very weak and is unuseable.'~•* 
Many other deposits are weak, or are dirty, or are unworkable 
for any of a number of other reasons. The State Highway De-
partment's laboratory is constantly testing different deposits, 
finding some old ones are now good due to lowered specifica-
* 3 pgs. 14-22, 35-40, 
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tiona, or newly found ones, or that such new ones are no 
good at all. For example, only a few years ago sand was 
required to pass a 35% we~r test, but now the limit is 40% 
because the old specification is no longer available in 
economical quantities.~ An area of the state with ample 
supplies and a good market without any acceptable deposits 
is Nashua; in a few years, perhaps, lowered standards may 
make some of the Nashua deposits workable. The state is not 
the only testing agency, as any project will have its own 
specifications, such as the Public Service Company dams or 
the Army Engineers in regard to airforce bases. As the 
state is the main customer, however, its tests are the most 
common. 
ao 
The State Laboratory aggregate tests are primarily 
of three kinds, described as follows:* 
1. Wear Test, called the Los Angeles Battler Test, 
in which the sample is put into a rotating bar-
rel with steel balls and tested for the percent-
age of breakage. 
2· Soundness Test, in which the sample, usually 
made up into concrete, is soaked and dried 
alternately in a salt solution to measure its 
resistance to f_reezing and thawing. 
3. -Cleanliness Test, in which the sample is im-
mersed in a Sodium Hydroxide solution to test 
for the presence of organic matter1 and put 
through a No. 200 seive to test for dirt • 
.. 
Tests may establish a deposit as acceptable fo~ use, 
but there are a number of other factors which will enter into 
the workability of any deposit. As was pointed out in chapter 
two, markets are of prime importance; beyond this pbvious ob-
servation, the potential operator must consider the surface 
topography", type of deposit, and so forth. The size of the 
deposit must be enough to support continued operations over 
a period of time which will enable the operator to make a 
profit; unless, of course, he uses a portable outfit, and 
even then the deposit must last until the job is finished. 
The shape of the deposit, and the topography, will affect 
the kipd and variety of equipment needed. For instance, a 
it 33,37 
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large amount of overburden will foree the operator to use heavy 
bulldozers to strip the gravel bank. This is an expensive 
proeedure, and it cuts the potential profits down. Further-
more, if the bank run is paeked hard it will be diffieult to 
remove. Then, if the deposit has any ground water in it fur-
ther eomplieations may set in. On the other hand, a laek of 
water in the vieinity will prohibit the effeetive washing of 
aggregates.* In many ease·s the overburden will be saleable, 
sometimes highly so, such as good loam, and this should be 
stored in an easily aeeessable plaee. Again, the opposite 
may be true; the overburden may be eomplete wast, so often 
the actual ease, and this must be removed out of the way of 
not only present but also of future operations. 
The overburden deserves consideration from another 
.point of view than as wast: the attitude of the publie. 
The American Aggregate Company, the worlds largest producers 
of eommercial aggregates, has pioneered the reclamation of 
worked-over gravel pits. They have spent considerable amounts, 
of money to turn their exhausted pits into useable property. 
In one ease, a housing development and a publie park were 
built from what had threatened to be an eyesore.~• Many lo-
calities where aggregates are scarce have been zoned against 
the working of the few good deposits. At this time no such 
problem is found in New Hampshire, but there may eome a time 
when public opinion will demand the removal of eyesores like 
old gravel pits. 
it- 2 pg. 11 
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Aggregates come from four distinct types of deposits, 
only two of which are found in New Hampshire. The first two 
of the following are worked in New Hampshire: 
/ 
·1. Dry pit or bank deposits, the former being 
excavation wholly below the level of the sur-
roun~ing land surfaces, and the latter being 
.excavation at a level with the ground. 
Trap rock quarry operation with a crusher, done 
only at John Iafolla Crushed Rock Company in 
Portsmouth. 
3. Wet pit operation where the deposit is below 
both the surrounding land and also the water 
table. 
4· Marine deposits under lake, river, or ocean 
water. '~• 
The most desireable deposits are those with the 
greatest perc.entage of coarse (~inch) gravel. Deposits in 
the state run from 50-50 in the Northern areas to about 25-75 
in the Ma.nche ster area, sand to coarse aggregate •. #** The 
plant of Kenneth Allen in Rochester has about the ideal ratio 
of 30-70, which is the average concrete requirement.** The 
nature of the deposit dictates the size crusher that is need-
ed to reduce the oversize, and it may also lead to a defici-
ency in supplying market needs. The Iafolla plant, tor in-
stance, does not have the sand needed for many operations and 
often must bring it 40 miles from Manchester; Manchester Sand, 
"" 2 pg. 15 
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Gravel, & Cement Company production bas an abundance of sand 
but sometimes runs short of gravel. 
The many uses of aggregates require, ideally, a 
number of different sizes. An example of the extent to which 
this is carried can be seen at the Manchester Sand, Gravel, 
& Cement Company where 18 distinct sizes are produced, includ-
ing nine crushed rook, five concrete, and four miscellaneous 
sizes. it Seven of these are washed. In any particular case 
the nature of the plant., and even more so the market require-
ments, will determine the number of sizes produced. No other 
plant in the state can make as wide a variety an the one re-
fered to above. 
Whenever concrete is an important market for the 
aggregates, it is necessary to have washing facilities be-
cause.o~ly washed. sand and gravel are used in concrete. There~ 
fore, the mere presence of good markets and deposits does not 
insure success~ Water is needed, and in large amounts. The 
Manchester Sand, Gravel, & Cement Company uses three artesian 
wells which produce a total of 1000 gallons/minute into a stor-
age pond which must feed 1200 gallons/minute to keep the. plant 
operating at its ~00 t.p.h. normal capacity.** The pumps go 
overtime to keep up with the demand. Other plants have dammed 
up streams, or use pond or river water. A second, entirely 
new plant of the Manchester company, which is about three-
quarters of a mile from the main plant, will use water from 
a dammed-up brook, with the danger that an especially dry 
* 31 
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summer may lead to water shortages. 
The Iafolla Crushed Rock Company plant is entirely 
dry. This is a factor which limits the usefulness o'f their 
product, and which leaves the Portsmouth area without proper 
concrete aggregates nearby. The next chapter will discuss 
in greater detail the differences between the Iafolla plant 
and others in the state. 
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OHA.Pl!ER IV 
PRODUOTION 
The basic requirements of any s~nd and gravel plant 
are proper material, an adequate supply of water, and su~fi­
cient power at a price satisfactory to the user. There are 
very few uses tor material which is ungraded. For cement, 
the large user of aggregates, -washed material is required at 
all times. There are several types of plants. Most common 
of these are fixed plants; semiportable plants, which are in 
reality only fixed plants which can be moved, and portable 
plants, which can easily be moved from one place to another, 
are the other ·two types· Another influence on production is 
transportation, not only from the pla?t to market, but also 
from the bank to the plant itself •. Labor, as everywhere else, 
is a prime concern ot the business. 
Material must be suited to the market as was seen 
in Ohapter II. This will vary from p~ace to place and de-
pends on whether the market is private or public. Thus the 
Iafolla Oompany serves- railroad ballast needs, road construc-
·tion, particularly road beds, hot-mix plants, and the like, 
but cannot serve concrete users. Water is the key problem 
for a sand and gravel pit, as cleanliness is the big -factor 
in most of the production. Manchester Sand, Gravel, & Oement 
Oompany, for instance, uses 1,200 gallons per minute of water 
when the plant is operating at full capacity of 200 tons per 
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per hour of finished aggregates. This water comes from three 
artesian wells with a total capacity between them of 1,000 
gallons per minute, necessitating the running of the three 
wells before and after the day 1 s work.* The cost of sinking 
artesian wells is quite large, and wherever possible the com-
pany will avoid using this source of water. Ot?er companies 
will ·use river water, ponds, or will make their own source 
by damming up a brook. · An example of the damming of a brook 
will be seen in the new Manchester Sand, Grav~l, & Cement . 
Company plant, in which a samll brook has been measured and 
is believed capable of delivering, on the average, enough 
water to satisfy the plant. The risk with this source of 
water is that a stream ~ay dry up. The water table may drop 
too, and in the case of artesian wells the latter can cause 
large and une~pected expense. Po~er is normally electric. 
Wherever the market for aggregates; exists in large enough 
quantity as regards population, the key factor for must mar-
kets, electricity is available in plentiful supply for indus-
. . 
trial users. When it is not ~vailable, such as +n _out-of-the-
way jobs--roads, for instance, or dams--diese~ power may be 
used, or in extreme cases, gasoline~driven motors .. 
Labor1 for the most p~rt, is unskilled. Neverthe-
less, there are problems, particularly in New Hampshire,.of 
recruiting labor. Any so¥rce will normally do, but the type 
of work is, unfortunately, seasonal. The winter layover of 
three months or more is not conducive to attracting people 
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interested in year-round work. Consequently, a large source 
of labor will be college students on their summer vacations1 
or generally low-caliber people who will work in the summer 
and sit around and collect unemployment compensation in the 
winter time. .Some of the more ambitious people will work 
for the sand-and-gravel companies in the summer and then will 
work in the mills in the winter. This floating labor force 
constitutes~bout_two thirds or more of the labor needed for 
operation of the plant.* The remainder are a core of employ-
ees who must be kept on the payroll the year round. ·with the 
Manchester company between ten and fifteen are permanent em-
ployees. The total labor force in the summer time can consist 
of as many as a hundred. The Iafolla Company has twenty to 
twenty-five permanent employees and will hire fifty more tor 
summer work in and around the plant. For these men there is 
very little ·work in the winter time. Maintenance of equip-
ment, snow removal, and so forth will occupy at the most two 
days a week. Snow removal offers another problem. Since the 
.snow will not begin at nine in the morning or end at five at 
night, the men who are on call tor it must be willing to ri-se 
at odd hours ot the day or evening, and whoever is in charge 
of getting them out will often have to get up himself and go 
rouse them, since a number of the men do not have telephones. 
The problem of labor unions in aggregate plants has 
become greater since the war. Throughout the country most con-
struction jobs ot any size involved unionization of the workers• 
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To this time that bas not been the case in New Hampshire. 
Certain particular jobs are unionized, notably Public Service 
Company construction. The aggregate companies have met this 
by hiring union truck drivers to service those jobs and only 
those jobs. One of the officials of the state of New Hamp-
shire began a small sand-and-gravel pit in northern New Hamp-
shire to service the Public Service Company dam. The job 
called for quite a bit of aggregate since the dam was to cost 
$5o,ooo,ooo. When he made his·bid this gentleman did not con-
template having to pay union wages to any of his men. He soon 
discovered, however, that the job was unionized and that there 
was considerable opposition to the use of non-union.truck dri-
vers in bringing aggregates~ Several of his trucks were run 
off the road, and he was told in no uncertain terms to union-
ize the truck drivers working on this job. His ·objections 
were founded in the fact that the union normally expected a 
man to do one job and one job only. Since most truck drivers 
will have to help at times with the loading of their trucks 
and almost always with the unloading, this was an unreasonable 
demand on the employer. Fortunately for this gentleman, the 
Public Service Company recognized his dilemma and agreed to 
give him an adjustment in the rates they were paying him for 
his product to compensate tor having to pay union wages and 
put up with union conditions. The rest of his company was 
not unionized. 
In any aggregate plant a few men will be organized. 
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These are specialized men, notably shovel operators, bulldozer 
operators, and the like· Truck drivers are almost never union-
ized and in no case in New Hampshire are any of the plant em-
ployees themselves unionizedo There was one strike a few years 
ago at the Iafolla Crushed Rook Plant. The strike lasted three 
months and. was quite bittero However, when Mr. Iafolla thought 
the time had come to do something definite, he loaded all his 
trucks and drove~right through the picket line without an in-
cident, which effictively broke the strike. At another time 
all the companies in New Hampshire were paralyzed when bull-
dozer and shovel operators, almost all of whom are unionized, 
struck. When it was settled, work began again but the strike 
was harmful for those workers in the plant who had nothing to 
do with these specialized. operators. On the whole, New Ramp~ 
shire can safely be said to be .free of any major labor strife 
in the aggregate plants, since the incidents mentioned were 
scattered and solitary oases.• 
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The typical organization o~ the plant can be seen 
~rom the Manchester Sand, Gravel & Cement Company, in which 
Mr. Rice serves as the head o~ the plant in every way imag-
inable from sales to production to finance. Below him, in 
charge of the plant itself, is a foreman, and under him, six 
truck drivers, two shovel operators, a Hut~ loader operator, 
a bulldozer operator when needed, and thre~ plant men. Rank-
ing equally with the ~oreman is the scaleman, whose job· is 
o~ prime importance because he records the loads, parcels 
out the work to hired trucks, and decides pay rates. 
Delivery in most o~ the aggregate,companies is by 
hired trucks. A ~ew plant trucks are owned, mostly ~or intra-
plant transportation, both bringing of the bank-run gravel to 
cthe plant and distributing the ~inished aggregates to the 
storage piles. Ia~olla, ~or instance, uses two double-body 
aump trucks to haul his crushed stone to the plant. Unlike 
many o~ the other companies, however, he has a fleet of some 
thirty trucks to deliver his .finished product. The risk 
here is great, as the initial cost of trucks is high and up-
keep usually great. The other companies, almost every other 
as a matter of fact, hire their delivery trucks· The Man-
chester Sand, Gravel, & Cement Company owns six to eight 
dump trucks, evely divided between small Fords and large Star-
lings. Used mainly tor intra-plant work, these trucks are 
sometines used ~or deliveries. They can handle only a small 
portion of the business, naturally, and so some thirty to 
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fifty trucks are hired rrom independent operators. The cus-
tomary way to pay these men is on a five-cent-per-ton-mile 
basis·* A few of the .companies have attempted to hire on an 
hourly basis, but thts is unwise as it may give rise to abus-
es such as stopping for a cup or coffee or making repairs on 
company time. The Manchester Sand, Gna.vel, & Cement Company 
pays its truckdrivers a set fee per ton for delivery to given 
places throughout the state, which averages approximately 
five cents per ton mile. On state construction jobs the state 
allows ten cents per tone mile for delivery from the nearest 
pit if over a two-mile distance away from the job·""it The as-
signment of work to these trucks is normally done on a sen-
iority basis. Those men who have been with the company the 
longest get the first and best jobs and consequently make the 
most money. One family in Manchester has five brothers work-
ing tor the same concern, and during the summer these men 
average in excess of $200 per week apiece. Of course, in the 
winter time they have no work· The payroll for the Manchester 
Sand, Gravel, & Cement Company is $200-250,0b0 per year for 
hired trucks and drivers. iH"* Another reason for hiring trucks 
is to speed delivery, since the more speed with which a man 
executes his job, the more jobs he can get. Since this speed-
ing often involves traffic violations, it is definitely advis-
able to have the men take the risks on their own part and not 
on behalf of the company. 
The operation of the plant itself can be best ill-
ustrated by using a series of examples. The first of these is 
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the Iafolla Crushed Rock Company of Portsmouth, New Hampshire, 
whose plant is the most expensive, largest, and most efficient 
in the state. The investment in the plant itself is well over 
half a million dollars, more than double that of the next lar-
gest plant. Its production, one might add, is not double the 
next largest plant. When this plant was constructed some 
seven years ago, it was considered the latest thing in crushed 
rock plants. Rock Products Magazine devoted a cqmplete major 
lead article to the construction of this plant, its operation, 
and the results expected from it.i" The initial capacity was 
to be 250 tons per hour with a maximum - and some extra equip-
ment needed for this - of 450 tons per hour. Situated next 
to a trap rock quarry, the plant receives blast rock from the 
quarry face. The equipment necessary for this is a drilling 
crew consisting of ten men, eight pieces of equipment, and 
countless drills. Also, a drill shop must be kept in opera-
tion at all times to insure proper supply of drills. Blasted 
rook is loaded·with a one-and-a-half-yard shovel. Two quarry 
trucks, each of which is a two-part trailer truck of eleven-
ton capacity in each part, haul the rock some 220 yards to 
the plant itself. As seen in the diagram, the flow of the 
material is the essence of simplicity, A large gyratory 
crusher does the primary breaking and sends the material into 
the secondary building, where it is screened. Larger mater-
ial goes through a secondary crushing; middle size material 
goes directly to the final building where it is sorted into 
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several different sizes by three screens. The reduced mat-
erial from the three secondary crushers is again run through 
the first screen and, assuming it is all right, goes on up 
to the final screening. This operation is the same as the 
closed-circuit sand-and-gravel plant, only the equipment is 
far more expensive both in its original cost and its upkeep, 
and t·here is no washing proce ss• To the, present time Mr. 
Fuller, superintendent of the plant, says there bas been 
\little maintenance cost, but it is to be doubted that this 
1 
.- _-· _ -. ~)will last for any le~gth of time. One reason for not hav-
~~~--~n'l;elfulTB~t cost 1s the :fact that the equipment, 
- -<-_:.which was all installed ~a-Chalmers, was installed un-
der a rated capacity anJ guaranteed. Before they were fin-
ished, Allis-Chalmers ha~ spent m-q_re than $70, 000 replacing 
l /-, 
the crushers so that they bad, t:Ja4/right ones there. it It was 
._; /-/ . -, 
an expensive experimen-tr'~ The~-b-oP.veyor belts from buildil!g 
to building are s_?-!".:.enclcised so that the plant may operate 
- - _- ~· 
in any W@~~~- It· does not wash any of its production, 
-·. _..:r'.¥"' 
sinee~~~u~hed ~ock generally is considered olean enough if 
the fines have been screened out. However, since excess 
material is stored out of doors, it is :frequently neo.essary 
to clean it before using it if it has been sitting for any 
length of time, due to the fact that rain and weathering in 
general will wash.dirt to the bottom t~n :feet of the pile.** 
The state of New Hampshire has found it necessary to refuse 
some of Mr. Iafolla's aggregates on the ground that they were 
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too dirty. Only after expensive repro.cessing through the 
plant by spraying with fuel oil or kerosene bas this mater-
ial been acceptable. This is one reason that the Iafolla 
Company has not done as well as was expected originally. 
The standard sand-and-gravel plant, of which the 
Manchester Sand, Gravel, & Cement Company is the largest and 
best in the state, operates somewhat differently from a 
crushed-rock plant in that the aggregates are washed. The 
Manchester plant is a double closed circuit, in effect four 
sections.* The middle two sections contain crushers. Going 
in one direction is a crusher which handles only oversized 
material and turns out unwashed crushed rock and stone dust. 
The main plant, going in the other direction from the same 
base of operations, consists of the normal closed circuit. 
The material is reduced, screened, and goes through second-
ary crushing if neeessary, all material going to the top of 
the plant where a rotary scrubber washes the aggregates and 
a rotary screen sizes them. This plant, like so many plants 
in the field, particularly older companies, has grown as the 
need arose and without any set plan. It originally consisted 
of only a crusher a'nd a washer. From time to time, notably 
since the war, equipment was replaced or added so that the 
total investment now is approximately $250,000. Norman peak 
capacity is 200 tons per hour. The plant bas running from 
the various chutes conveyors which will pile sand and some 
of the smaller gravel aggregates in individual piles apart 
* 31 
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from the plant and save the expense of trucking them to tbe 
surge piles. By changing the screens when necessary on either 
plant, a total of eighteen different sizes, from fines up to 
one-and-one-half-inch rock can be made. These were discussed 
in the chapter on the product. 
A third type of plant is the semi-fixed plant, which 
can be moved if necessary, but the movement of which is a 
major undertaking. The Manchester Sand, Gravel, & Cement Com-
pany is building just such a plant at the present time. Since 
it is not completed, the exam~le chosen is the semi-portable 
plant of Cooke & Company in Scarborough, Maine. The diagram, 
Chart IX, shows the floor of the plant, the necessary equip-
ment, and lists the cost piece of equipment by piece of equip-
ment. The total cost of this plant, whose capacity is approx-
imately seventy tons per hour, would be $44,600, and it would 
require upkeep of roughly $2,500 a year. This plant, as one 
can see, is a closed-circuit operation with material feeding 
in at one end and coming out at the other end with all the 
nece.ssary crushing and grading taken care of. Many companies 
will not use the settlement tank, No. 13, which is expensive; 
but, like the Manchester Sand, Gravel, & Cement Company in 
their main plant, will recover the fines during the winter 
time when business is slack. This new plant of Cooke & Com-
pany is expected·to be a considerable improvement over the 
old plant. Mr. A. c. Stanley, president of the company, says: 
"The new plant actually bas a capacity of 150 tons per hour, 
which is more than we can utilize at present. Compared with 
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our previous washing and screening operation, this plan· saves 
us two trucks - - - at $30 a day each - - - and four men - -
at $8 a day each. So we save a total of $92 daily or almost 
$14,00 per year since we work six months out of each year and 
twenty-five days out of each month. At this rate the plant 
will pay for itself in less than five years. 
"We are actually produclng three times as much at 
less than half the cost. Our mainte~.nce cost on this equip-
ment has been extremely small. 11 * -
The last type of aggregate plant is the portable 
plant. It is also the latest type. Growing in use, partic-
ularly in states with scattered deposits and scattered jobs 
such as the state of Maine, this plant may be a coming thing 
in the aggregate field. Chart X shows and gives the cost of 
a Cedarapids Junior Tandem Straight-line plant with washer 
attached.** This plant can-produce fifty to a hundred tops 
per hour and will last approximately ten years·· The cost is 
very sub_stantial, $63,2iO. The plant itself is easily mov-
able, capable of being knocked down and set up again in the 
same day. The washing attachment would take at least two 
days to knock down and re-erect and maybe longer. The two 
·'plants can be used separately. The intricacies of the crush-
er can be observed from the figure. If one were to look at 
it~ one would see bank run being fed in at one end and aggre-
gate of a given grade coming out the other end. Sand comes 
out independently on a separate conveyor. Inside the plant 
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itself are two crushers and a grader as well as an elevating 
wheel to take the cru~hed aggregate back onto the belt for 
grading. 
The type of plant which any given operator will 
have depends on the size of his deposit, the nearness to the 
market, the power, and the water. If the deposit is large, 
the market cl·ose, a fixed plant is indicated, especially if 
the market is a large one. If the market should be somewhat 
limited, for instance, power company dam or a road in a rural 
area, which requires a large amount or aggregate, a movable 
plant would be indicated. The limited deposit and steady mar-
ket favors semi-fixed plants, with a single job for which no 
other use to any plant would be indicated favoring a portable 
plant. For instance, one state in the Pacific Northwest cer-
tifies deposits throughout the state, and the successtu+ bid-
der for any contracting job takes his portable and sets up 
right on the job at the nearest pit, moving on to the next 
job when that is done.* The semi-portable plant of the Man-
chester company is semi-portable for ~he reason that its pres-
ent location has a deposit with a large percentage or sand. 
It_may at a later time be deemed advisable to move this to a 
location with more gravel content. Less than ten years ago 
portable plants were a novelty. In 1940 a student at M.I.T. 
wrote a Master's thesis on the possibility of setting up a 
portable separator for bank-run aggregate•** The market 
permanence, the length of the job, and particularly the trans-
i~ 12 pg. 103 
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portation from the nearest pit are factors which will lead 
the contractor to bring in a portable rather than try to use 
available aggregate supplies from established producers. 
Furthermore, if he is held up for·an abnormally high price, 
the contractor can often get lower price merely by threat-
ening use of a portable.* The outstanding contribution to 
the use of portable plants was the J .. Perini Company construc-
tion of the Maine Turnpike six years ago, as all the aggregates 
for this job came from portable plants. There were four port-
ables used, one of which was owned by the state of MaineJ and 
is still operated by the state of Maine, and three of which 
were owned or leased by the Perini Company. One of these 
plants was brought all the way from Nevada. Speaking of the 
use of these plants in Maine, Mr. w. D~ Lenhardt, editor of 
of the Rock Products Magazine, said: 11 The point --- is ---
the produce·r must go to the job and not the job to the prod-
ucer, and if the producer won 1 t do it, ·the· contractor will. 11 ** 
Often, as was the case with at least one of the plants ~n the 
Maine Turnpike job, the company stays. Even in the most re-
mote region there may: be a definite ne~d for aggregates. For 
the most part, the operators of these portables move around 
very much as the huge combines do in the grain belt. They are 
migratory; the workers sleep in tents or whatever housing is 
available 1 and they may work in orie section of the country at 
one time and in another section the next month. Perini used 
one of his plants in a job in northern Maine a year after the' 
* 29 
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Maine Turnpike was finished.* 
Two contractors have used portable plants on parti-
cular jobs in New Hampshire, but so far that is the only use 
that has been made of such plants. R. G. Watkins of Amesbury, 
Massachusetts contracts a number of jobs in New Hampshire, and 
it is said that he plans to buy a portable plant and operate 
it there in the coming year. It is worthy of note that the 
operation of the portables may well be a coming trend, if not 
by the contractors on the job, then by the established produc-
ers, who fi"nd it more economical to move a portable plant to 
the scene of a job than to truck the material thirty or forty 
miles. The trouble here, at least as far as New Hampshire is 
concerned, is that the number of good deposits available seem 
to be concentrated in a few areas, and the control of these 
deposits has been established by the companies already there. 
There is one other type of aggregate plant. As yet 
there is none in New Hampshire, and it is unlikely that there 
ever will be, since New Hampshire offers a small market. Row-
ever, these plants, for the production of lightweight aggre-
gates, are being built, and it is quite likely that one will 
be built in or around Worcester, Massachusetts.** Aggregates 
from this plant would serve people in New Hampshire who use 
the lightweight aggregates• They could, therefore, cut into 
the business of the established producers. The cost of one 
of these lightweight plants is es~imated at a minimum of half 
a million dollars. They resemble cement plants; the product 
that they make is the .result of heating at very high temper-
atures almost any inferior aggregate and then cooling it sud-
denly, producing a puffed up and very strong material. The 
usee of these materials, as was pointed out earlier, are just 
now becoming known,# and it remains to be seen whether New 
Hampshire would provine a large enough market to warrant such 
a large investment or whether a Massachusetts plant can take 
care of any needs which its northern neighbors may have. 
# Chapter II 
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CHAPTER V 
ADMINISTRATION 
The administrative concersn of management are fin-
ance, credit, and overall policy. The top personnel usually 
consists of an office manager, and frequently the only off_ice 
manager is the president, who also serves as sales manager, 
production manager, and anything else you might wish to give 
him. In a _large co.mpany, there may also be a credit manager 
who would also dec;-1 with financing. Furthermore, the company 
should have a good lawyer on.call at all times. Other person-
nel would be an engineer if much contracting work was done, 
definitely a bookkeeper, who in effect might really be the 
office manager, and one or more clerks. Nepotism is notice-
able because this is a small business, and it is only natural 
that a man wishes to hive his son or son-in-law follow him. 
. . 
The financial problems of an aggregate producer are 
many and varied. As would be expected, the large capital in-
vestment'for the plant is only a starter.* Normally this mon-
ey would be the proprietor's own·· His sources of additional 
capital, banks, insurance companies, and.finance companies, 
would want some equity behind any loans they might make to 
\ 
the company. These loans are definitely necessary, since 
working capital nor~lly exceeds the plant equipment invest-
ment. The need for working capital is caused by the nature 
of construction work, in which the job is frequently not paid 
* 36 
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for unt~s it is finished; all the 'suppliers have to wait 
until the money is paid to the contractor. Accounts payable, 
of course, can be juggled; in fact, that is one of the main 
functions of the office. At least one major company in New 
Hampshire runs from thirty to n~nety days· behind on all bills. 
Working capital can sometimes be obtained through a revolv~ng 
loan with a bank.. The need for money is greatest during the 
summer, and almost vanishes in the winter time. 
The New Hampshire State Engineer who began a plant 
in the north of the state started with little money. He had 
a small plant, a few trucks, a shovel, and many debts. Through 
hard work over a period of a few years he built up_a good plant 
and found that be owned everything free and clear, but that-he 
bad no money in.the bank. He needed working capital and so 
had to mortgage his equipment. This is a common occurrence 
in the field. He eventually sold out and discovered that he 
had made quite a profit, but admitted freely that he could not 
have continued himself because he had no way of financing the 
necessary expansion. Money for expansion is hard come by for 
any small business. Friends, relatives,· or interested people 
may become backers, but it is definitely a speculation, and as 
such the money comes at a dear price. Therefore, most companies 
.will seek to expand through reinvestment of earnings wherever 
possible. This has been true in New Hampshire, as seen·by the 
Iafolla Company, which used mostly its own money, and money 
borrowed from.a bank with the plant as security, to finance 
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construction of its planto 
The credit problem for any of these aggregate plants, 
and in New Hampshire they are all small ones, is tha't receiv-
ables take so long to collect. The large jobs particularly 
require a wait, since even the contractor is not paid, fre-
quently, until the job has been tested in operation. Small 
people, the individual contractor for instance, building a 
house or a factory, operate on very close financial backing 
and involve considerable risk. The operator·of the sand-and-
gravel company must weigh these risks, and in most oases he 
would accept risks which 'other people would consider quite 
doubtful. In short, he must know his customers very well. 
One other big preble~ financially for the sand~and-· 
gravel company is the problem of ta~es. The stock-in-trade 
tax of New Hampshire a considerable problem, not only for the.se 
companies, but for every small business• Whenever an inven-
tory is to be kept any length of time,,the owner runs the risk 
of multiple taxation. This does not encourage large inven-
tories nor does it help business. Depletion allowances are 
also inadequate, a fact which is deplored in the editorials 
and a~ticles of almost every issue of the industry's magazines. 
The New Hampshire 'companies, l<?cated for the most part on in-
expensive property, have not had very much depletion trouble.*· 
For instance, the Manchester Sand, Gravel, & Cement Company 
owns or leases property with an estimated $500,000. worth of 
gravel in it, yet property cost only $151 000· The problem 
' 
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o~ Federal income taxes has bothered business througho~t the 
country as well as individuals. Maintenance expenses can be 
charged quite logically toward income. Since this is the ~ase 
under the present tax structure, any maintenance charges might 
be said to be· half paid ~or by the Federal Government.* This 
has led to over-maintenance o~ all equipment, and in the case 
o~ any large ~ompany_means that the plant and equipment is 
undervalued. Maintenance costs money just as cash expenses 
for taxes do, and just as much as taxes can drain the bank 
account, so can maintena~ce. Almost every aggregate producer 
is always short of cash· The financial officer, therefore, 
is constantly on the lookout for ways to either conserve cash 
or to obtain more of it. In fact, most of them s.eek to obtain 
as much money as is possible. Even so, they still run short~ 
for no sooner do they get the money than they have it spento 
.. 13 pg. 96 
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CHAPTER VI 
OTHER MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS 
The management of any business is concerned with 
the extent of its operations, its overall policies, and, in 
the case of small business, with the problem of succession. 
The aggregate producers have the same concerns as any other 
business. As to tlfeir extent of operations, sooner or later-
every company desires to expand. When business is g~od, they 
seek more business in order to get higher profits. When bus-
iness is poor, they seek to expand· -by diversifying in order 
to get some profits. In any case, after a certain length of · 
time, everyone wants to expand. 
Sand-and-gravel producers, especially since the 
war, have sought to expand to related industries. Almost 
every plant bas an asphalt or hot-mix plant connected with 
it. An example of. this is seen in Manchester, where Mr. 
Lindsay Rice, form~rly assistant to his brothe.r1 Mr. Parker 
Rice, severed his connections from the sand-and-gravel com-
pany to set up an asphalt company. His plant is located on 
Manchester Sand, Gravel & Cement Company property and uses 
Manchester Sand, Gravel, & Cement Company aggregates.· The 
market is different, consisting primarily of cities and pri-
vate individuals rather than the state, but, nevertheless, 
is a very profitable one.* Mr. Lindsay Rice bas bad quite 
a bit of success with his company. Another nearby company 
it 30 
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is a ready-mixed concrete company, and still another is the 
Duracrete Company, makers of concrete building blocks. Dura-
crete was discussed in the chapter· on uses, and one should 
note that Mr. Donati feels that there is a great future in 
his business, but that lightweight aggregates may well re-
place the standard sand and gravel used at present. 
There is no denying that there is a good future in 
all these related fields, but one would do well. to ask where 
the money will come from. This lack of money is all that 
·prevented Mr. Parker Rice from establishing the sidelines near 
his company himself. The only way to do this normally is to 
borrow or to take in a partner, andj in Mr. Rice 1 s company's 
condition, neither could be done. The example of. Mr. Iafolla 
is a case where conditions were reversed, for he was origin-
ally a contractor, and he decided to go into the aggregate 
producing field. His investment of a million dollars in plant 
and equipment for his crushed-rock plant is subject to close 
scrutiny by the student of aggregate production •. He is lo-
cated in a large-population area, but has a limited market 
due to the problem of cleanliness in his products and the fact 
that he has no sand to offer. He might do.well to consider 
getting a portable plant for the production of sand, since 
there are deposita not too far away from his plant which are 
acceptable for any use ,which might be contemplated. 
Contracting is the normal other field for a sand-
and-gravel producer. The usual beginning is like the gentle-
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man in the north or New Hampshire had. I have referred to 
him before.# His original investment was very small. In 
slack periods he used his shovel for small excavation and 
ditch jobs. Before long he had one or two extra, special-
ized, pieces of equipment. At first, an operator like this 
will rent his equipment. Later, however, he will try to buy 
it. The danger here is that the growth may be too rapid. 
Rapid growth if consolidated can be good; but if not consol-
idated can lead to the t.wn.bling down of his business. 
The Manchester Sand, Gravel, & Cement Company is 
the best example of a company which has expanded rapidly. 
In 1940 the company got its first major contract, a $136;000 
job in Boscawen, New Hampshire, and showed its first really 
substantial profit in several years, $9,700~ Ot course, for 
man~ years, Mre Rioe had taken h~s profits .in salary, since 
he owned ninety-eight per cent of his stock.- With the advent 
of the war and. the preparedness buildup, a number of airbases 
were built. One such base was Grenier Field in Manchester, 
New Hampshire, on which the Manchester Sand, Gravel, & Cement· 
Company was low bidder-for as much work as was to be civilian 
performed. Mr. Rice attempted to out the specifications to 
close, and expanded his company rapidly to get the equ~pment 
necessary to do the job. When he discovered that his mater-
ial would not be acceptable, and he had to use more· expensive 
. . 
aggregate brought rrom a greater distance away, the company 
lost a considerable amount of money. The contract loss am-
# Chapter V, pg. 55 
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ounted to nearly a hundred thousand dollars. •• Even today, 
Mr. Rice bas not been able to relieve himself of the burden 
that this loss created. With the addition of this new equip-
ment, the company's fixed liabilities rose and the overhead 
rose even more on a percentage basis. The contracting bus-
iness is a risky one. In order for equipment to be· used and 
to pay its way, it must be used as often as possible and for 
this reason many companies will take loss jobs rather than 
see their equipment lay idle. 
For a few years after the war, Mr. Rice increased 
his equipment very little as he stuck primarily to the sand-
and-gravel business. However1 in 1950, he foresaw the need 
for much oqntracting in the state of New Hampshire, particu-
larly_ from the newly adopted fifteen-year program o~ rebuild-
ing the state roads. He re-entered the contracting field, 
and he invested over $300,000 in new equipment. Since he 
wished to enter the contracting business on a large scale, 
he did as most contractors do, and used another corporation 
to buy most of his equipment, renting it in turn from that 
corporation. This is a common meaps of operating. It often 
results. in the contracting company losing money and the 
equipment company making money. In this particular case, 
such an arrangement would be detrimental to the creditors 
of the parent ·company and has been frowned upon. 
Final analysis of any decision to expand a company 
rests in the profitability of that decision. Admittedly, 
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two years is a short time in which to judge results of such 
an operation. However, from the results of those two years, 
the successfulness may be doubted. They have been so poor1 
in fact, as to make the casual observer wonder if the move 
w~s wise. The earnings of the company for the period be-
fore 1950 averaged over five per cent after taxes of the to-
tal investment. Since 1950, however, sales have risen as 
oontracting_hasbecome a major portion of the company's bus-
iness. Earnings have risen in total amount, but have declined 
as a percentage of the total assets to roughly three per cent. 
Earnings on the_new equipment, to look at these earnings from 
a different point of view, have been only 3.7 per cent; bank 
-loans to finance this new equipment cost 4t per cent.# Of 
course, in all fairness to the company, one might point out 
·that the bank interest is before taxes, and the profits are 
after taxes. Still and all, this is not a favorable trend. 
The decision of any aggregate producer to enter_ the 
contracting field is alwa~~ at the ti~e a good one •. aowever, 
many factors which -should be considered are overlooked. The 
heavy investment and consequent high cost of carrying it ap-
pears negligible next to the possible profits. These profits, 
however, are only possible and may well result in losses in-
' 
stead. The need to get business at any price, particularly ' 
true if there are large numbers of contractors competing for 
what business 4here is, will drive the individual to make a 
bid which is figured very close. As pointed out earlier, one 
# See profits trend Chart II 
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recent. bid in the state of New Hampshire 'contained eight bids 
within $34,000 of each other on a $331,000 job.~ ~o the in-
dividual entrepreneur a·gamble is the essence of business.lite. 
However, no gamble should b~ taken without first fairly weigh-
ing ~11 aspects and eliminating any great optomism with which 
the original prospect may have been viewed. 
Throughout history construction companies and re-
lated industries have always been closely associated, usually 
unfavorably, with politics. The past record has been decid-
edly shaky. Specifications, tor instance, could be tailor-
made to suit a particular company who sold at a high price 
where another company's lower-priced materials would have done 
the job just as well. There are some people who believe at 
' 
the present time that this is the case with the reactive-ag-
gregates theory, in which aggregates having certain chemical 
properties are barred from use in concrete. Another example 
of a similar thing is seen in Massachusetts, where addition 
of fifty cents or a dollar's worth of rubber to asphalt mix 
entitles the vendor to sell it for nine dollars a ton more, 
and yet the state encourages the use of it on these so-called 
"rubber roads. 11 Still anot.her political hookup is seen in the 
collusion of contractors and politicians to put special feat-
ures into a given road, the most notable occurence of which 
was the Merritt Parkway in Connecticut. Another example clos-
er to this time was the case ·in Massachusetts of numerous 
. 
signs which were made and which would appear to have had some 
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outcome on a state election.. A case- in New Hampshire· just 
last year was the charge made by the state that Mr. Rice and 
Mr. Rotundi, of a Melrose contracting firm, conspired to fix 
the price. of a stretch of highway in ~ew Hampshire. Mr. Rot-
undi1s company won the bid by less than a thousand dollars 
over Mr. Rice 1 s bid, and immediately subcontracted the job 
to Mr. Rice. ~he newspapers in the state had a field day, 
claiming everything from collusion between the contractors 
and the state officials to the fact merely that the two con-
tractors were crooked. Nothing was ever proved on either, 
nor am I attempting to draw any conclusions. Nevertheless, 
the resulting bad publicity was good for none of the people 
concerned, not for the industry, nor for the New Hampshire 
roadbuilding.program. Furthermore, certain principals at-
tempted to make a political issue of this case, which furth-
er aroused public resentment of contractors. 
Contracting as such can often result in particu-
larly dishonest actions on the job. In some cases the in-
spector for the state or government is not above reproach. 
~here have been occasions where very poor aggregates were 
used on a job and passed for that job, and where later on. it 
was found possible to prove that the inspector had been 
bribed. In other cases, less easy to prove, the inspector 
has refused to pass perfectly good work until he was given 
certain concessions. It is fortunate, indeed, that these 
are exceptions and nqt the rule, for on the whole most con-
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tracting is much more honest than people assume due to the 
fact that bids are public and competitive, and trick speci-
fications are no longer .common. 
The last and least discussed problem of management 
is the succession to the control of the co~pany. Since most 
aggregate companies are small companies, not only in New 
Hampshire, but throughout the country, they are one-man bus-
inesses. When this owner dies or retires, what is to happen 
to the business? Most of t~e time a son or nephew will en-
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ter the business and eventually take it over. 
is no guarantee that he will do a good job. 
However, there 
Furhtermore, should 
the owner die without leaving an heir who can manage the com-
pany, ·a forced sale will f'~equently be necessary and forced 
sales are usually at a discount. In fact; one might note 
that there are always a number of' good bargains in the line 
of small businesses of all kinds available for some one who 
has the money to buy. The problem of succession cannot be 
easily handled, but is one with which management should be 
concerned. 
CONCLUSION 
The production of aggregates bas had a growth so 
typical of the whole country, as from almost nothing the in-
dustry has become of major importance in a very few years. 
Let no one think that this growth is ended; not only will the 
industry continue to grow, but it would appear that it might 
well undergo changes as great as any in the past. The stabi-
lization offered in New Hampshire by the long-range State 
roadbuilding program assures the producers of at least some 
constancy of market. The increased uses of concrete, both 
of the conventional kinds and of the new lightweight ones, 
indicate that markets will expand. However, if the light-
weight aggregates become available in larger quantiti~s, the 
established producers may lose some markets; furthermore, the 
addition of portabie plants .to the standard lines of contract-
ing equipment could. cut into present sales. As more efficient 
plants are built,, older ones become money losers. The overly 
large percentage of the market served by the Manchester Sand, 
Gravel, & ·cement Company is bound to entice 'competition for 
this firm; it may be that a little competition would be good 
for the company. The oylical and seasonal nature of the bus-
iness in New Hampshire is not going to change, and in their 
effort to expand, more of the aggregate producers may enter 
related fields. These are the points which warrant conclusions. 
The companies in New Hampshire all grew up to meet 
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definite needs; As this bas been the case in the past, it 
. 
will hold tr~e in the future. A look at the population map 
on page 17 shows that there is little need for any new com-
panies in the northern part of the state~ However, the Fed-
eral government bas for some time bad_plans afoot to build 
four flood-control dams in the northern wilderness.* There 
is no real supply .of aggregates in that area1 and if the dams 
were constructed a source would have to 9e developed. Per-
haps someone might set up a portable unit to handle the job. 
The established companies would do well to consider this. 
The use of portables has been. proved the best way 
to operate in sparsely populated areas. The division of' the 
aggregate plant into several units rather than one large and 
unweildy one has made the plants extremely mobile. The only 
restriction would seem to be the legal/load ltmits of the 
roads traveled. Writing his annual review in the January 
1952 issue of "Rook Products," Walter B. Lenhardt said 
11
--it is our belief that a portable plant can be 
as much a port of an established producer's plant 
set-up as his portable shovel and other mounted . 
items. 11 ** 
The success of this type of operation in western states bas 
proved the validity of Mr. Lenhardt's observation. In New 
Hampshire all major jobs are not located in any one area; 
in fact, they are few and far apart as a rule. At the pre-
sent time portable plants are indeed an expensive proposition, 
but with transportation costs so high and looking like they 
*36 
*"~',11, pg. 161 
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will continue to rise, the ~ros~ect or "moving Mohammed to 
the mountain" is appealing 'to the producer. 
The decreasing sources of good aggregate in New 
. ' . 
Hampshire is anot-her point in favor _or the adoption of mo-
bility in the scheme o-r operations ot the producer. · Per-
haps if a portable-. tini t were us~d the large_ market in the 
Nashua vicinity-which now has no plant to serve it would be 
. . 
able to have a ~upply. The impending construction of a 
$251 000,00.0 toll road from the Massachusetts line at Tyngs-
borough to Concord., the !1 Central New Hampshire Expresswayn, 
will require a lot on material. Since some of this will 
have to be trucked.30 miles or more from Manchester, at a 
cost to the state of a~ much as $2.80 a ton extra, the price 
of a portable plant seems small. However, the one drawback 
at this time is the lack of. suitable known deposits in the 
vicinity. 
The Newington·Airbase offers another fine opening 
for a portable set-up. The nearest large supply or sand is, 
again, 35 miles away in Manchester. There are some useable 
deposits in the viqinity, however, and the Air Force can 
hardly be expected to pay the large transportation fee to 
get the sand from Manchester. Politics could become a fact-
or here, as the local companies may try to assure that they 
hold this vast potential market. Mr. Lenhardt made a state-
ment applicable to such jobs as the Newington one in his 
observations or 1949, saying 
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"Everyone seems to be yelling :for a reduction in 
the spending of the Federal government but, at 
the same time, all are trying to get their :feet 
in the publi.c hog trough though insisting that 
their particular project is essential to the na-
tion 1 s welfare. rH&- . 
A number o:f people have raised the obje"ction that with a 
perfectly good airf~eld at Mancheste~, why do they need a 
new _pne only 40 miles away? With the present wave of econ-
omy in the government it is entirely possible that the whole 
project will be sidetracked. 
Another trend. in production ot aggregates is the 
rise of semi-automatic plants. The plant ot the D. D. Rux-
ton Company, Inc., of Ludlow, Massachusetts, is built to be 
. 
run by tour men~- One man operates the shovel, another the 
truck to haul the·material :from the bank to 'the plant,· a man 
to handle the bins, and one man to run the plant :from a cen-
tral control panel.** With labor, even unskilled labor, so 
dear these days, such a plant is a very low-cost produc:er~ 
The present non-union status of sand and gravel 
plants will probable continue in New Hampshire. The nature 
of the work, and the fact that it is impossible to stabil-
ize the work-year make a fixed, strong labor :force unlikely. 
Only a strong group can successfully organize. Management 
must be constantly on the lookout to avoid unions, however, 
for if they once become entrenched the job of running an 
aggregate plant as now constituted will be impossible. The 
continued use of hired trucks is a factor in favor of the 
producers, since every truckdriver is an individual entre-
oil- 9,pg. 104 
** 14 
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preneur, and as such will res~st collective organization. 
The increasing number of' uses for concrete will 
most certainly lead to an·expansion of the range of opera-
tions for producers. They can hardly be exp.ecte.d to be 
content to let others make the new products and merely sell 
aggregates to them; rather, it seems as if the producers 
themse-lves will enter the new fields and do so in a big way. 
This trend is already noticeable in the addition of asphalt 
plants to every aggregate plant ~nd the nearby ready-mixed 
concrete companies. There also remains the possibility that 
the concrete men may· do as Kenneth Allen did and build their 
own sand and gravel plants. 
This new market will in time use more and more 
lightweight aggrega1:;es. At this time there .is no ready, 
source of such materia11 but when and if it becomes avail-
able in a substantial amount, the established producers will 
have to face the loss of some of their markets. It could 
well be that one of them will beat the change by joining it 
and building a lightweight plant. That will not be' likely 
in New Hampshire, but could be the case in. some nearby sec-
tion of Massachusetts. It is likely in this case that a 
serious political hassel will develop as aggregate producers 
seek to prevent liberalization of building codes to keep 
the lightweight materials out. Again, this is mere conjec-. 
ture. 
Taxes are another worry of the aggregate producer . 
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I 
which are due _for a change. As more liberal depreciation 
and depletion allowances are give·n, profits should rise. 
·The-stock-in-trade tax, too, may be repealed and this would 
be a boon to New Hampshire bu~iness. All of such reforms2 
however, ~re hard come by and can .be won on~y after strong. 
and aggressive battles with the government. 
The cylical nature of the construction field is 
hardly likely to change. It therefore behooves those bus-
inessmen who work in related fields to guard against ·over-
extending themselves. This is particularly true of the ag-
gregate producers who seek to enter the construction bus-
iness itself. When they are merely suppliers, they take 
little risk. Entering a competitive and dangerous foreign 
field, however, they leave themselves open to severe set-
backs. . Loss of two or three key contracts can make a con-
tractor so desperate that in his haste te get some business 
he will make his bids too close. The losses mount up rap-
idly on a poorly figured job, and there is no way to get a 
readjustment or to cut them short. When.the Manchester Sand, 
Gravel & Cement Company was engaged in its big losing contract 
during the war, every truck that went out of the plant to the 
airbase represented a loss of ten cents. It does no good to 
cry, either, as that was a calculated risk which was figured 
much too closely. · 
.. 
Machinery to build roads costs so much that to pay 
. -
for it the operator must keep it in use as much of the year 
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a·s is workable.. By assuming the extra burden of this debt, 
as well as trying to figure bids on.a strange job, the pro-
ducer may well tackle too much. Since losses can mount up 
so faa~, he can lose everything quicklyo With the competi-
tion as close as it is, he does not 'stand to make the cor-· 
respondingly big profit which would compensate him for the 
risk· Unless his position is strong, one can hardly conclude 
otherwise than that t.he businessman should leave the extra 
risks alone. This is particularly true in a heavily cylical 
business. 
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ST.-~TE OF NE I K'JTPSHIRE 
£XHIIJIT A 
TJ.r;~. is rite.. «crva/ 
liJ>r rirt-H ..,./? 
;;1?'1~7~ rrl<:/vqu--1 
I:J 'f -rl..e, ~.:; Te,._, 
CONCORD, N.H. 
1-J ;;~wa-y clef'Jt'T'me"'r 
CONST.~UCTION .iND .iSPH.\LTl.... 
PE:.STONE Pl?OGR..\.M 
This program starts July 1, 1953 or on ~ompletion 
of the present proGram and is scheduled for completion 
June 30, 1955. 
.., ___ j 
TOVIN 
Lancaster 
Stratford 
Carroll 
Littleton 
Lincoln 
Campton 
Rumney 
CONST;:tuCTION PROGR"J.ff ... PRDI.'..!:1Y SYSTEM 
FEDEll.'..L .'.ND STJ.TE FUNDS 
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ROUTE 
us 3 
us 3 
us 3 
NH 18 
us 3 
US3 
NH 25 
DESCRIPTION 
COOS COUNTY 
• Starting 0.1 of a mile south of the Lan-
casteP-Northunberland town line, this pro-
ject runs south about 2 miles elL~inating 
several dangerous curves and relieving ex-
tremely hazardous conditions at railroad 
cross-ings • 
This pro~ect is in two sections. One be-
gins 0.9 miles south of North Stratford 
Villa3e and runs routh 1.1 niles - the 
other starts just north of the village ani 
runs north 1.5 niles -- a total of 2.6 
miles in the two sections. 
Correction of dangerous curves and excess-
ive Grades is accomplmshed by this project 
which starts at the ~-Jhitefield-Carroll 
to'vn line· and runs south for approximately 
2.2 miles. 
GR'..FTON COUNTY 
Sta:bting near the east junntion with route 
135, this project runs westerly for about 
6 miles on new 10cation. The relocation 
is to bG around the Upper Fifteen Mile 
Falls development and will be essential to 
maintain highway service in the area as 
the present.highway wil1 eventually be 
inundated. 
_",. deficient section of route 3, one of the 
state's main north~south routes, will be 
corrected in this two-section project to-
talling 3 miles. The first section starts 
at the flume and runs sout.,_ over extremely 
rouGh and anarrovr hit;hway for two miles. 
The second section is a miles of hiBhwny 
betimen Harvard Bridge and the ";foodstock 
line. 
Dangerous curves and an eA~remely expensive 
section of hiehwqy to maintain is the basis 
of this project. The piece to be correct-
ed begins at the Plymouth to'vn line and 
runs north for 2.7 miles, is an Interstate 
System project. 
Poor drainage, bad alignment and alr.wst im-
possible to maintain in the vdnter descri~ 
es this 2 mile section of highway starting 
at the Plymouth town line and running 
northweste:aly. 
2 
HILLSBORO COUNTY 77 
T0\1N 110UTE 
Hanchestcr to Mass. Line US 3 
Hilford-.".r.rherst NH 101..\. 
'7il ton NH 101 
.\.ntrii·n-Bennington US 202 
DESCJ.IPTION 
This project will continue tho four lane 
construction started under the present pro-
gram. The 1952-)3 fiscal program calls for 
tvm :)rejects bet·ween llanchester .::.nd Nashua. 
Since the exact mnount of work vrhich can be 
accomplished under the present :)roc;rar:t hns 
not been deternined the exact location of 
the ne·:r project crumot be sr)ecified, but 
appro:dmately 02,ooo;ooo is reserved for 
work on thi~ hi.ehway., 
Fror.1 the liilford Conpact this project runs 
easterly for about 1.9 niles correctin~ a 
seriously deficient hi3h..,.tay. 
This continues the 1952-53 progr<m work on 
route 101 and corrects a hazardous and un-
satisfactory highway condition at ~Test ~Til­
ton. Starting at the Temple tovm line, fu e 
project runs easter~y about 1.9 miles to a 
junction vii th 101-.\.., 
Pext of a long range program for the com-
plete rehabilitation of Haute a:l2, this 
project runs from recent construction just 
south of :.ntrim- Village southerly about 2 
miles, partly on new location to eliminate 
several brid~es und a narrow railroad under-
pass. 
BELIGGP COUNTY 
Meredith-Center Harbor- NH 25 
Moultonboro (partly in 
Carroll County) 
~Uton NH 28-11 
This rehabilitation of two seriously defici-
ent sections of route 25 will make a long 
stretch of this major hiehrray an entirely 
raodcrn road, The tvro sections tot:ll about 
2.55 niles. The first starts at U. S, 3 in 
Meredith villa~:e and runs northeasterly for 
* of a mile. Tho second begins near the 
Meredi th-Centor Harbor tmm lj .. ne and runs 
nortl1orly for 2. 3 r:1ilos. 
Beeinning at the junction of routes 28 and 
11, south of .".J.... ton, this project runs north 
4.2 nilBs along the old railroad bed a sec-
ondary and to1'm road to a new junction v ..r:i th 
route 28 north of :.J..ton Bay. This is de-
siznod to alleviate serious deficiencies 
in width, curvature, drainage and coneostion 
of trnffic on the present route 28 and to 
enhance the vcl..ue and scenic attr.3.tion of 
Lake ;.Jinnipesaukee by diversion of heavy tr;.;. 
affic m-ray from Lakefront cottages and de-
velopments, as ·well as to facilitate motor 
3 
To'·:r.r 
.. 
Durham 
Conway 
1.fakefield 
Sunapee 
Sunapee 
Hopkinton 
Pembroke-~~lenstovm 
ROUTE DESCiU f'TION 
trQJlsportation to northern New Hampshire., 
Elir.linates an extremely hazardous condition 
- a really Hlousy11 stretch of hic;hway and 
major bottleneck, especially during the 
heavy summer tourist season. The new high-
way offers some of the best scenic vistas 
opened up for many years • 
STIL\FFORD COUNTY 
US 4 NH 108 J. bridge and approaches over Beard's Creek 
just east of Durham village to correct a 
serious hazard now presented by ~oor al-
ignment and deficient width of stream cross-
ing. 
US 302 Starting at the Haine state line and running 
v.'Bstcrly about 2.2 miles. Thi~ project ·will 
not only correct a serious road deficiency 
but furnish an adequate route from east cen-
tral New H;;~mpsl1ire to Uaine. 
NH 16 Part of a pror:r,rm::t for the com;_Jlete rehabili-
tation of route 16, this project starts at 
the ossipee town line cmd runs southerly ab-
out 3 1ailes, correctin~ highly unsatisfact-
ory conditions. · 
SULLIV_UIJ' COUNTY 
NH 103 
NH 11 
One section of this project fills the gap 
vrost of the 1951 project alon;,; Lake Sunapee .. 
The other section runs south from the junct-
ion of route 11. Total length for both 
sections- 1.7 miles. 
Beginning at the junction of routes 11 and 
103 this project runs easterly for about 2.4 
miles correcting serious deficiencies. 
UE!?.JlULCK COUNTY 
US 202 NH 9 
NH 103 
NH 28 
~bout 3 miles of construction. Part of the 
route 9 rehabilitation program. Corrects 
danGerous curves at both end of Hopkinton 
villa.Ge one of which has· .:tn extrer.tely high 
accident rate. :.t th8 same time it is hoped 
to solve the traffic congestion and excessive 
grades on Diamond Hill. 
Beginning at the 1952 Pembroke-Epsom project, 
one mile south of the Epsom line, this job 
runs southerly about 4 niles to US 3. 
Corrects a very poor stretch of road and 
will make a' ~convenient and adequate junction 
with us 3 
Warner 
Keene 
Keene 
Westmoreland · 
'Jalpole 
Candia 
Har.rpton 
Hampton 
Erxcter-Stratham 
DO UTE 
NH 103 
NH 9-10 
NH 12 
NH 12 
DESC!HPTION 
Starting 0,4 miles east of the 'Tarner-8utton 
town line and running easterly 2,1 miles, 
this job corrects dangerous curves, poor 
alig11r.1ent .::md inadequate w:i.dth. 
CHESHIRE COUNTY 
This job includes about o.6 miles of· con-
struction to improve the junction of routes 
9 and 10 north of Keene and relieves an ex-
tremely hazardous condition which ms caused 
numerous accidents. Will also solve problens 
currently caused by excessive grades. 
St<!rtinc 1.3 miles south of the Surry-Keene 
tovm line and ruruti.n~ one miJie southwesterly, 
Corrects a section of inadequate vddth which 
has ~eneroted accidents. Par-t of progrD.IllJlled 
· rohobilitc.ti.on of route 12. 
Beginninc just north of the junction with 
route 63 and running northerly about 3 miles. 
Continues road finished in 1950 northerly 
to correct inadequate width and dm1gerous 
curves curves and.pitches. 
110CKINGH."11 COUNTY 
Nii 101 rlhile the exact length of this project is 
presently unknown, it will start at the 
;~uburn-Candia line and run northeast to 
correct deficiencies in 101- part of the gen-
eral rehabilitation of this major east-west 
highway- and will provide better highway 
service to Manchester. 
NH 1-A This project depends entirely upon Legisla-
tive apnroval of a semvall item in the cap-
ital budget. Four lanas of highway 1.._6 mi:bs 
in length to go cil.. ong new seawalls. 
NH 1-~'i. and .\. 2 nile resurfacine project on Harsh .'::.ve. 
Marsh .".. ve. and Ocean Boulevard at the sane time chanG-
ing over to one way traffic. This job also 
dc:;?cnds on capitol budget fund improvements 
(not for actual hi[;h.way work) These tvvo 
projects (soc above) arc dcsi~cd to solve 
congestion and traffic hazards. 
NH 101-108 \fidcning and resurfacing from the Exeter 
conpact easterly 4 • .5 miles includin;; improve-
ment of the intersection of routes 101· and 
108. Pm-t of the long range plan to renovate 
route 101 and relieve a situation causing 
numberous accidents - mainly a deficiency in 
width. 
TOWN 
Errol 
Stark 
~lhi tofie1d 
New &mpton 
Laconia-Belmont 
Sp:ringfie1d 
Rochester 
ROUl'E 
NH 26 
Nli 110 
NH 116 
NH 104 
NH 106 
4th NH 
Tul'npike 
SECONDARY SY8TEM 
COOS COUNTY 
D:ESCRIPI'ION 
B:ridge and approaches at Co:rser Brook about 
1.3 miles.east of the Millsfield-E:rrol town 
line, to replace a nar:row, weak bridge with 
undermined abutments. 
Starting about one ndle west of the Dummel'-
Stark town line and running weste:rly 2.7 miles. 
. . 
This project runs from Whitefield village 
southerly about 2 miles on new location to 
improve the steep grades on the present :road 
This project ia part of long range program fr 
Routes 116 and 3 in 1·ihitefield designed t-o 
alleviate steep hills and hazardous rail-
r.oad crossings and to facilatate and improve 
vehicular movements in to Whitefield and 
further north. 
BELRN.AP COUNTY 
Starting at the Pemigewasset River Bridge and 
running eootcrly 2 miles to a junction with 
Route 3B, this is part of long term plan to 
~rovide a direct modern highway from west 
central N.H. to the Lakes Region. 
Beginning at the Laconia compact and running 
southe:rly about 2 miles to improve the line 
and g:rades. This project is a part of the 
. plan for complete !'~habilitation of Route 
106. It will provide a modern and adequate 
entry into Laconia from the southeast. Pre·-
sent road is aubstandal:'d in all respects. It 
has excessive grades, two dangerous curves 
and is impossible to maintain in safe condition\ 
SULLIVAN COUNTY 
Beginning at the Wilmot-Springfield town line 
and running westerly 1.5 miles, to complat·e 
the unsu:rfaoed section of 6ompleted State At>d • 
This will open up a la±tge seo'bion of the sta\ie 
not now served by an ali weather road. 
STRAFFORD COUNTY 
NH 125. This:1.5 mile job is designed to eliminate 
highly unsatisfactory conditions in Gonic. 
Part .of the old railroad bed west of present 
Route 125 will probably be utiliz~d. The -
major incre~ses in traffic on Route 125 re- , 
quire a correoti~ of existing unsatisfactozy 
Suwlivan continued 
j 
TOWN 
Loudon 
Alstead 
Hinsdale 
Richmond 
Weare 
' . 
Lyndeboro 
Milford 
Greenville 
ROur:E! DESCRIPTION 
,, 
conditions of the Rochester area is to obtain 
the benefits of work on the same route to the 
'SOUth. 
MmRRIMA CK COUNTY 
NR 106 Starting at the end of 1951 construction, 
about 5.8 miles north of the Concord town line, 
and running northerly about 2 miles. Part of -
the overall program for rehabilitation of dan-
gerous t.nd substandard conditions currently 
existing on routes. 
CHESHIRE COUNTY 
NR 12h. 
123 
NR 119 
NH 119 
Starting at the junction with Route 123A and 
running southeasterly about 0.9 of a mile to 
the junction of 12 A and 123. To eleminatg 
substandard and hazardous deficiencies par• 
ticulary in width and drainage, 
Widen and resurface with road mix pavement, 
starting at the Brattleboro Bridge and running 
southerly. Current road is substandard and 
dangerous for heavy traffic l~ads carried. 
Starting 0.3 ·.>f a mile east of the Winchester-
Richmond ·town line and running easterly 1.5 
miles, also a box culvert at Fully Brook about 
0.8 of a mile west of the Fitzwilliam Town line. 
This will correct substandard conditions 
currently existing. 
Hn .. 1B?.OBO COUNTY 
NR 114 
NR 31 
NH 13 
.NH 31 
Beginning just north~eat of the New Boston-
Weare Town linErat Flood Bridge and running 
northwesterly one mile to a recent project. 
Part of overall plan for rehabilitation of 
Route 114. 
Starting one mile northwest of the Wilton Town 
line and running 0.6 of a mile on new location 
to eliminate a narrow, weak railroad structure 
and a grade crossing. 
This project starts at the Milford compaot and 
runs 2.) miles south to the end of 1948 con- -
struction. Part of overall plan for rehabili-
tation of Route 13. 
Starting at the end of 1953 construction, 2.5 
miles no~th of the Mass. Line, and running 
northerly 2.3 miles. Present road is danger-
ously deficient and area is now not served by 
an adequate modern highway to safely carry the 
heavy traffic now using this route. 
\ 
Hillsboro continued 
TOWN 
Hollis-Nashua 
Pelham 
Epping-Brentwood 
Rye 
Rye 
North .Hampton 
Hampton 
Derrw 
Windham 
Warren 
Bartlett 
RO'UI'E 
NH llJ. 
DESCRIPI'ION 
Beginning about 0.8 of a mile northeast ofthe 
Mass. Line and running to~ard Nashua 1.8 m~s. 
To correct ~ubstandard conditions and to give 
a modern adequate approach to Nashua from the 
southwest. 
In t~o sections, this project runs from the 
Mass. Line northerly; also ~ill improve a 
high accident sharp curve just east of the 
village, a total length of 2 miles, 
ROCKINGHAM COUNTY 
NH 125 
NHlA 
NHJ.A 
NH lA 
NH lOlC 
NH 102 
NH 111 
Starting about 0.7 of a mile south of Route 
101 at the end of 1951 construction, this pro-
ject runs southerly about 3 miles. 
Improve structure at outlet to Eel Pond. 
Improve ~mile of ·alignmont·at Stra~~P6irit. 
Improve drainage to Box culvert at Baas Bea:h. 
Beginning at the Fall Road and running 1.6 
miles east to the railroad overpass at US 1. 
Starting at the Derry east compact and running 
northeasterly about 0.7 of a mile. 
Starting at the Windham To~n .Hall at Bridge 
St. and ~unning ~asterly 2 miles. Part of 
an over-all program to give the Nashua area 
and adequate route to the coast. 
GRAFTON COUNTY 
NH 118 This project will replace a narrow, ~eak 
timbor·- bridge over Blodgett Brook about 4 
mile northeast of Route 25 • 
.CARROLL COUNTY 
US 302 In four sections, beginning at the railroad 
crossing east of Bartlett village and run:ning 
to Glen in sections bet~een bridges, rai1road 
/ crossing eliminations and betterments. Total· 
length 2.4 miles. 
Program for 1952 
Astr..alt - Stone Resurfacing 
Description & Location 
COOS COUNTY 
Length 
Miles 
Lancaster - Route U,S.2 Beginning at the junction 1,00 
of U.S. Routes 2 and 3 at the Lancaster northerly 
compact line and running 1,00 miles westerly to 
the westerly end of the new bridge over .the 
Connecticut River •. 
Northlll~N' orland - Route u.s.3 Beginning at the first 0.35 
B. & M, railroad crossing south of Groveton ana 
running 0.35 miles northerly to and including the 
bridge over the Ammonooeuc River. 
Northumberland-Stratford - Route U.S. 3 Beginning at 3.15 
· the southerly end of the Canadian National over-
pass approximately 2.0 miles north of Groveton 
and running 3.15 miles northerly to telephone 
pole ·901/7. · -
Milan - Route N.H. 16 Beginning at 'Milrm-Dummor · · 6.20 
town xine and running 6.20 miles southerly to the 
Milan~Berlin town line. 
Berlin - Route N.H. 16 Beginning at Berlin southerly 0.85 
compact line and running 0.85 miles southerly to 
the Berltn-Gorham town line. 
Shelburne - Route U.S. 2 Beginning at the 1951 1.25 
Asphalt and Stone project and running 1.25 miles 
westerly to the N.H. - Mnine State Line. 
Go11ham - Route U.S. 2 Beginning at the end of the · 1.55 
1951 Asphalt and Stone section which is approxi-
mately 1000 east of the B.&M. railroad crossing 
and running 1.55 miles westerly to the 1951 
Asphalt-and Stone section at mile post marker 3. 
~olrlolph - Route u.s. 2 Beginning approximately 500 4~50 
west of the PinkhamB road junction at the end of 
the 1951 Asphalt and Stone section and running 4.50 
Mile~·we&terly to the 1951 Asphalt and Stone section. 
Lancaster -Route u.s. 2 Beginning at tho Jefferson- 2.80 
Lancaster town line and running 2.80 miles westerly 
to tho easterly Lancaster compact line. 
Whitefie+d - Route u.s. 3 Beginning at the Jqbns River 3.25 
Bridge'in Whitefield and running 3.25 miles southerly 
· to the.n~rroll-\fnitefield town line. 
Whitefield -Elm Street Beginning at the junction of 0.70 
Elm Street and u.s. Route 3 and running 0.70 miles 
northwesterly to the Dalton-Whitefield town line. 
Whitefield - Route N.H. 116 Beginning at the junction 0.55 
of Main Street and u.s. Route 3 and running 0.55 
miles easterly to telephone pole #38 • 
. . 
GRUTON COUNTY 
~sbon-Landaff-Bath-Haverhill -Route u.s. 10 Begin-
ning at the B. & M. railroad cr~ssing north of 
Lisbon Village and running 12.15 miles .southerly 
to the B. & M. railroad bridge at Haverhill 
County Farm. 
12.15 
Grafton continued 
Description & Location 
Lincol~ - Route u.s. 3 Beginning at Bog Brook 
bridge which is located approximately i mile 
north of u. s. Route 3 and Lincoln r~ed and run-
ning 1.05 miles northerly to power pole #104. 
Lincoln-Franconia - Route u.s~ 3 Beginning at the-
Flumemaii:~~buiiding and running 5.40 miles north-
erly to 1951 Asphalt and Stone section at junction 
of U.8. R0ute 3 and N.H. 18. 
Orford - R':-ute N.H. 10. Beginning at the junction 
with River Road and running 3,20 miles north-
erly to ccncrete marker right. 
Raverh±ll -Route ti.H. 10 Beginning at the Haver-
hill~Pie~iLont town line and running 4.55 miles 
northerly to the cattle pass at Clark Brook. 
Haverhill - Route N.H. 10. Beginning at the juno-
tiona with the Blackmount Road and running 1.33 
miles northerly •. 
C.ABROLL COUNTY 
Hart 1s Location- Route U,S. 302 Beginning at Greenta 
bridge in Crawford Notch and running 6.85 miles 
southerly to the 1951 Watkins' construction project 
which ends approximately 10oo• north of the railroad 
crossing at Notohland. 
Bartlett - Route U.S. 302 N.H. 16 Beginning approxi-
mately 200 1 ~ast of junction of U.S. Route 302 and 
N.H. Route 16 at the end of a 1950 Road Mix project 
and running 1.80 miles southeasterly to the East 
Branch-bridgej the bridge deck to be included. 
Jackson - Route N.H. 16 Beginning approximately 150' 
north of the Jackson-Bartlett town line at the 
1950 Road Mix ~avement and running 5.70 miles 
northwesterly to Dana •• Place bridge in Pinkham 
Notch. -
Wakefield-Milton - Route N.H- 16 Beginning at the 
concrete pavement at the M lton Town House in 
Milton and running 8.47 miles northerly to th-e-
end of the ooncrete pavement which is approxi-
mately i mile sou~h of Sanbronville. 
SUOIJ:VAN COUNTY 
Lempster-Goshen-Newport - Route N.H. 10. Beginning 
approximately 200T south of a concrete bridge and 
directly opposite a large gravel pit right and 
running 7.05 miles northerly to the southerly 
compact line of Newport. 
Croydqg - Route N.H. 10.. Beginning at concrete 
project marker opposite Sugar River Lodge and 
running 5.75 miles northerly to project 
marker S-270(3) 
Length 
Miles 
1.05 
5.40 
3.20 
4.55 
1.33 
6.85 
1.80 
8 .. 47 
. ; t 
'·" ! 
Description & Location 
MNRRIMACK COUNTY 
Andover - :Route U.S. 4. Begi.~).r:.ing at the junction 
--with--w:IT.h~fout•e -lland·-ru;:rd.:.::.g 4. 6o m:nea north-
wes'Gerl;' ·~io the ''filmc:/~-Andover 'Gcwll line. 
Conco.::<c-:.2:)~1~~·E!9E - R:J~S!:.~-~...39.§.• Beginning-at 
the· d'Cnco.:.'a wet:i;'erly cvmpac'i:i line at the june ... 
tion wi·U. Fisk Road end running 4.45 miles 
westerly to the end of the concrete pavement 
at the jtz!lotion ivith the Dun'barton Road. 
~c~3::::}:.~-~t:E .. ~.2,. Beginning at the junction yt7ith :No:rth ~.aln 6txoeet at the traffic 
signals and running 1.75 miles southerly to the 
junction with U.S. Route 3 s~uth of Concord; 
exclude rotary. 
Conco:t'd (Gully IIill) -Routes U.S. 4, 202, N.H. 9. 
Beginni;g at tte-b:ridge-QVer the Merrimack 
River just east of the rotary and running 0.70 
miles easterly to the junction with the 
Airport Road. -
Chichester .. J!~:psom-Northv709d ... Routes U.S. 9,4, 202. 
Beginning'~ne junction ~ith the Pittsfield 
road at Beals Uorner and running 15.65 miles 
easterly to the 1950 road mix project in East 
Northwood; include Epsom rotary and its north 
and south approache~. 
Pittsfield (Village) - Route N.H. 28, So. Main St. 
Beginning at the junction -vd.th Chestnut Street 
and running 0.25 miles northerly to the junction 
with Broadway Street• 
Pittsfield (Village - Route N.H. 28 Carroll Street. 
Beginning at the junction with South in Street 
and running 0.10 miles northerly to the junction 
with Depot Street a~ the blinker light. 
Pittsfield-Barnstead -Route N.H.l07. Beginning at 
the junction with N.H. ~oute 28 ~d running 3.30 
miles northerly to the Barnstead-Pittsfield town 
line. -
Pembroke-Concord-Route N.H. 106. Beginning at the 
junction with U.S. Route 3 and running 3.96 miles 
northerly to the junction with U. S, Route 4. 
STRAFFORD COUNTY 
Batrington~Lee-Epping- R~ute.N.H. 122. Beginning-
at the junction with N.H. Routes 4 and 9 and run-
ning 8.21 mile; southerly. 
Rooheater-~lton-Route N.H. 16. Beginning at the 
Rochester ny:rtb oompaot line at the intersection 
with Chestnut Hill road and running 6.55 miles 
northerly to the south end of the Milton construc-
tion project (Sta. 103 / 6o). Section ending is 
subject t• change. 
Length 
Miles 
4.60 
4.45 
1.70 
16.50 
0.10 
8.21 
6.55 
Strafford continued 
Description & Location 
Farmington - Route N.H. 11. Beginning approximately 
1.0 miles north of the Roahester-Farmington town 
line and running 2.12 miles northwesterly toward 
Farmington. 
CHESBJID1 COUNTY 
Gilsum - Route N.H. 10. Beg:1-nning at the Gilsum-Keene 
town line and running 5.30 miles northerly to 
· proje-ct marker S 27-1(14). 
1'f~rlow -Route N.H. 10. Beginning approximately 0.2 
miles IDuth of the Marlow Mill Pond bridge and 
approximately 200t south of project marker 
FAS 271 (3)-and running 1.00 miles northerly. 
Chesterfield - Route N.H. 9. Beginning approximately 
2.9 miles-east of the Connecticut River at project 
marker SN-FAS 11-A (1) and running 3.40 miles · 
easterly to Junction of N.H. R~tes 9 and 63. 
Winchester - Route N.H. 10. Beginning approximately 
200 1 north of junction of N.H. Route 119 and running 
1.55 miles ~outherly to project marker WISO 276-B. 
Troy-Marlboro-Route N.H. 12. Beginning at the 
Troy-Fitzwilliam town line and running 3.85 miles 
northerly to project marker SNAP 203-D(2); also 
inol~des 0.2e miles-in the Troy Village rotary. 
MarlGw-Swanzay-Keene- Route N.H.-12, Beginning 
e,15 miles south of the Swanzey-Marlow town line 
and ~unning 4.45 miles northerly to the Keene compact. 
Keane - Bouts N.lr. 9' · :Segitln1ng approximately 20o-t-
west of the Chesterfield-Keene town line and run-
ning 1.45 miles easterly to the 1950 asphalt and 
stone secti-on. 
Fitzwilliam - Rindge- Route N.H. 119. Beginning 2.30 
miles west of the Fitzwilliam-Rindge town line 
and running 3.30 mile~ easterly to Pearly Pond 
bridge, -
Peterboro -Route N.H. 202. Beginning at the Peter-
boro south compact line and running 0.90 miles 
southerly to the B. & M. railroad crossing. 
HILLSBORO COUNTY 
Peterboro - Boute N.H. 202. Beginning approximately 
0.4 miles north of bridge over the Cont~ocook 
River and running 1.55 miles southerly to the 
junction-with the Sand Hill road. 
Peterboro - Route N.H. 101. Beginning at the Peter-
boro easterly compact xine and running 3.85 miles 
easte~ly to the Templ~-Peterboro town line. 
Wilton - Route N.H. ~01-A fEag1~1ne at the junction 
·of. N ;H; Bou:tes .101 and lOlA and running 1. 35 
mile-s easterly. 
Jmtrim-Route N.-H. 202. Beginning 0.30 miles north of 
the Bennington-Ahtrim ~own line at Prospect Street and 
running 0.30 miles northerly to the 1~48 asphalt and 
stone section. 
Length 
Miles 
2.12 
5 . .30 
1.00 
3.40 
4.05 
4.45 
1.45 
3.30 
0.90 
1.55 
1.35 
0.30 
Hillsboro continued 
Description & Location 
Milford :.. Route N.H. 101. :Beginning at the Milford 
westerly compact line and running 2.42 miles 
westerly.-
Londonderry-Litchfield-Hudson~Route N.H. 102. 
Beginning approximately 0.52 miles no~th of the 
Hudson-Londonderry town line and running 4.38 
miles g~uthwesterly. 
Amherst ~ Route N.H. 101. Beginning at the Milfo~d­
Amberst town line and running 2.70 miles north-
easterly to the new construction. 
Length 
Miles 
2.42 
97 
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